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Doctors of Education - Education
Artist Diplomas and Doctors of Musical Arts - Peabody
Doctors of Nursing Practice and Doctors of
Philosophy - Nursing
Doctors of Public Health and Doctors of Philosophy
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Marshals for the Faculties
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for Academic . \jfuirs
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The Honorary Degree Candidates
The Chairman ofthe Board ofTrustees
The President of the I iiivcrsit)
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The audience is requested to stand as the
Processional moves into the area and to
remain standing until after The NationalAnthem.
Festive Marches




The National Anthem ofthe United States ofAmerica
Performed by Benjamin Moore, Peabody '10
Greetings
Pamela P. Flaherty
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Mayor ofNew York City
Presentation of Senior Class Gift
Presented by Elizabeth Lenrow, Gift Chair, 2010
Presented to Ronald J. Daniels, President of the University
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Dean, Carey Business School
Certificates ofAdvanced Graduate Study
Post-,\ luster's Certificates
Masters ofScience
Masters of.ins in Teaching
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Masters of Health Science
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Masters ofFine Arts
Masters ofAits
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Masters ofAits in Communication
Masters ofAits in Global Security Studies
Masters ofAits in Government
Master ofAits in Museum Studies
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Masters ofLiberal Aits
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Masters ofAits in Government/Masters of Business Administration
Ceitificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study in Liberal Arts
Certificates in Biotechnology Enterprise
Ceitificate in National Security Studies
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Bachelors ofScience in .Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Bachelors ofScience in Biomedical Engineering
Bachelors of Science in Chemical and Bi'molecular Engineering
Bachelors of Science in Civil Engineering
Bachelors of Science in Computer Engineering
Bachelors of Science in Computer Science
Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering
Bachelors of Science in Engineering Mechanics
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Interim Dean, Zanvyl Krieger School ofArts and Sciences
The Johns Hopkins Ode:
I entas vos liberahit
Recessional
The audience is requested to remain standing
until the principals, officials, members of the (acuities, .\nd the
graduates have left the area. Graduates will proceed to the
Newton H. White Athletic Center to pick up their diplomas.
Immediately following the ceremony,
graduates and their families are invited to attend
the Presidents Reception on Keyser Quadrangle.
Light refreshments will be served.
Commencement Speaker's Biography
Michael R. Bloomberg
Mayor ofNew York City
Michael R. Bloomberg is the 108th Mayor of the City of New York. Born on February 14, 1942 in
Boston and raised by middle-class parents in Medford, Massachusetts, he was taught at an early age the values
of hard work and civic responsibility. He attended Johns Hopkins University, where he paid his tuition by taking
loans and working as a parking lot attendant during the summer. After graduating with a bachelor's degree in
electrical engineering, he went on to receive an MBA from Harvard Business School. In 1966, he was hired by
Salomon Brothers to work on Wall Street.
He quickly rose through the ranks at Salomon, where he eventually oversaw equity trading and sales and
then information systems. In 1981, he left his position in investment banking and began a small start-up known
today as Bloomberg LP, a company devoted to using emerging technology to bring transparency and efficiency
to the financial securities market. Bloomberg LP now has over 275,000 subscribers to its financial news and
information service in 161 countries around the globe. Headquartered in New York City, the company has more
than 1 1,000 employees worldwide.
As his company grew, he started directing more of his attention to philanthropy, donating his time and
resources to many different causes. He served on the boards of numerous charitable, cultural, and educational
institutions, including Johns Hopkins University, where he chaired the board from 1996 to 2002. He was
instrumental in transforming the Bloomberg School of Public Health into the world-class institution it is today,
and as a result, the School bears his name. He is now regularly ranked as one of the most generous philanthropists
in the United States.
In 2001, he won the race for Mayor of the City of New York, just two months after the tragic attacks of
9/1 1 - a time when many believed that crime would return, businesses would flee, and New York might never
recover. Instead, under Mayor Bloomberg's leadership, New York rebounded faster and stronger than anyone
expected. Mayor Bloomberg has tackled the City's most pressing issues: raising graduation rates by more than
25%; cutting crime by more than 35%; creating the largest affordable housing plan of any city in the country;
placing record number of New Yorkers in jobs; revitalizing the waterfront and adding over 500 acres of new
parkland; reducing the number of smokers in the City; finding new approaches in the fight against poverty;
launching PlaNYC, the most ambitious "green" agenda of any city in the country; expanding opportunities for
New Yorkers to volunteer; creating a 3 1 1 citizen hotline for all complaints and questions about city government;
and developing other innovative ways to improve the lives of New Yorkers.
Mayor Bloomberg is the father of two daughters, Emma and Georgina.
The Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars
The Society of Scholars was created on the recommendation of then president Milton S. Eisenhower
and approved by the university board of trustees on May 1, 1967. The society—the first of its kind in the
nation—inducts former postdoctoral fellows, postdoctoral degree recipients, house staff and junior or visiting
faculty who have served at least a year at Johns Hopkins and thereafter gained marked distinction elsewhere in
their fields of physical, biological, medical, social or engineering sciences or in the humanities and for whom at
least five years have elapsed since their last Johns Hopkins affiliation. The Committee of the Johns Hopkins
Society of Scholars, whose members are equally distributed among the academic divisions, elects a limited
number of scholars from the candidates nominated by the academic divisions with postdoctoral programs. The
scholars are invested at the time of Commencement or a similar occasion. At that time, they are presented with
a certificate and a medallion on a black and gold ribbon to be worn with their academic robe.
There are currently 551 members in the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars.
The following listing of the Society of Scholars members elected in 2010 is accompanied by a short
description of their accomplishments at the time of their election to the society.
Jeremy M. Berg
Bethesda, Maryland
Since 2003, Dr. Berg has directed the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, one of the
National Institutes of Health. In this role, he oversees a $1.9 billion budget that funds basic research in cell
biology, biophysics, genetics, developmental biology, pharmacology, physiology, biological chemistry, bioinfor-
matics and computational biology. Before accepting this post, he spent nearly two decades at Johns Hopkins.
After serving as a postdoctoral fellow in the School of Medicine and an assistant professor in the Krieger School's
Department of Chemistry, he became the School of Medicine's director of the Institute for Basic Biomedical
Sciences and director ol the Department ot Biophysics and Biophysical Chemistry. Dr. Berg's own research has
focused on the structural and functional roles that metal ions, especially zinc, play in proteins. This led to major
contributions to our understanding of how zinc-containing proteins bind to genetic material. I lis work has
contributed to the design of metal-containing proteins that control the activity of specific genes.
Jared Leigh Cohon
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Dr. Cohon, president of Carnegie Mellon University since 1997, previously spent 1 ( ^ years atJohns
Hopkins as a Department of Geography and Environmental Engineering faculty member, an assistant and
associate dean of the Whiting School of Engineering, and vice provost for research. I [ere, he developed complex
methodologies and tools for water resources analysis and infrastructure planning. I le showed that these tools
could be useful in diverse applications, including operation ol reservoirs and hydroelectric power plants, I'MS/firc
station location, power plant and hazardous waste landfill siting, transportation network optimization and water
treatment plant design. His 197H book, Multiobjective Programming and Planning, is a classic in the field. Because
of his expertise, he has been called upon by the National Academies to lead investigations on planning for
extreme floods and on measuring infrastructure performance; by Pittsburgh regional leaders to spearhead efforts
to improve local water quality; and by the president <>l the United States to lead an evaluation of the Department
ot Energy's technical work on the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste repository.
Hainan Z. Cummins*
For more than half a century, Dr. Cummins played a pioneering role in the development of light-
scattering techniques and their application to the study of materials. His far-reaching and elegant experiments
provided extraordinary insight into problems ranging from the physics of phase transitions and the mobility of
biological molecules to patterns created by growing crystals and the mechanisms that cause liquids to change into
glass. Dr. Cummins also co-invented laser Doppler velocimetry, a technique for measuring the direction and
speed of fluids that now has wide use in medicine, chemical engineering and the geosciences. Author of more than
170 scientific papers and recipient of numerous awards and honors, Dr. Cummins was a Distinguished Professor
Emeritus of Physics at the City College of the City University of New York. He was also a fellow of the American
Physical Society, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science and the National Academy of Sciences. Dr. Cummins spent his early career at Johns Hopkins, where he
was an assistant professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy from 1964 to 1967.
Stephen H. Davis
Evanston, Illinois
Dr. Davis is one of today's leading theoretical fluid mechanicians. He has made groundbreaking
contributions to our understanding of the dynamics and stability characteristics of interface phenomena in fluids,
thin films and crystal growth. The mathematical tools and insights gained from his work have applications in
developing improved coatings to protect materials from hostile environments, in understanding the spreading of
liquids on solid surfaces and in predicting solid film geometry for semiconductors formed by vapor deposition.
Between 1968 and 1978, he held faculty positions at Johns Hopkins in Mechanics, Earth and Planetary Sciences,
and Materials Science. Dr. Davis is listed as a most-cited author in his field and is a member of the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. As editor of the Journal ofFluid Mechanics and




An internationally known authority on the complications of diabetes, Dr. Feldman is the Russell N.
Dejong Professor of Neurology and director of both the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Center for the
Study of Complications in Diabetes and the ALS Clinic at the University of Michigan. Her research not only
has made a tremendous impact on how we think about the causes of diabetic neuropathy, but it has also led to a
better understanding of why current therapies are sometimes ineffective, and it is likely to lead to new therapeutic
targets. In the early 1980s, while Dr. Feldman was a resident and chief resident in the Department of Neurology
at Johns Hopkins, she was the first neurologist to receive the Johns Hopkins Award for Medical Teaching and
Excellence. In addition to her clinical and research work, Dr. Feldman has an impressive track record as a mentor




Dr. Haslam is a distinguished historian of Soviet foreign relations leading up to World \\ ar II and in the
Cold War period. Early in his career he wrote three books about Soviet foreign policy under Stalin. Then, while
he was at Johns Hopkins' School of Advanced International Studies, where he was an associate professor of
Russian and Eurasian studies from 1984 to 1986, he shifted attention to the postwar period and placed his work
squarely in international relations theory. This led to a study of Soviet policy in Europe in the 1970s and 1980s,
a biography of mid-20th-century British historian E. H. Carr, a history of the realist school of Western thought
in the field of international relations since Machiavelli and a study of the Nixon administration's role in the
fall of the Allende government in Chile. His work is distinguished by skepticism toward all orthodoxies and a
determination to weigh scholarly judgments against archival evidence. Now a professor at Cambridge University,
he remains a leading proponent of the marriage of historical scholarship and international relations theory, and is
considered by many to be the best British historian working on Soviet external relations today.
David L. Helfet
New York, New York
Dr. Helfet began his career in the late 1970s, as an assistant resident and chief resident in the Department
of General Surgery and Orthopedic Surgery at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. Since then, he has fulfilled
the extraordinary promise he showed while a resident, distinguishing himself as an astute and innovative surgeon,
researcher and educator. Now professor of orthopedic surgery at Cornell University's Weill Medical College,
Dr. Helfet is a noted trauma surgeon and has developed groundbreaking techniques to help manage the most
difficult and challenging fractures. In addition, he has been instrumental in developing novel approaches to saving
the limbs of critically injured patients, and has generously shared these techniques with other surgeons locally,
nationally and even internationally. Dr. Helfet also has made important contributions to many basic science
studies ranging from the biomedical aspects of fracture fixation to the molecular biology of bone formation.
Andrew Hurrell
Oxford, United Kingdom
In the 20 years since holding his initial academic post at the Bologna Center ofJohns Hopkins' School of
Advanced International Studies, Dr. Hurrell has become one of the leading scholars in the field of international
relations at Oxford University and one of the best-known theorists of international politics in the English-
speaking world. He is widely recognized for his work in both theory of international relations and the politics of
regionalism, especially in the Americas, with a focus on Brazil. In international relations theory-, he is best-known
as a leading contemporary theorist in the "English school," an approach also known as the "international societx
"
perspective, pioneered by the late Hedley Bull, also of Oxford. Dr. Hurrell's work on the Americas focuses
especially on relations between the United States and Brazil in the context of the dominant role played 1>\ the
United States. His major book, On Global Order: Power, Values and the Constitution ofInternational Society, won the
annual best book award of the International Studies Association in 2008.
Scott H. Kaufrnann
Rochester, Minnesota
Dr. Kaufrnann has spent his career researching how to fight cancer by exploiting a mechanism by which
cells program themselves to die. Now an internationally recognized expert in these cell systems and how they can
be used in novel therapeutic regimens to program cancer cells to "commit suicide," Dr. Kaufrnann is the chairman
of the Division of Oncology Research in the Mayo Clinic's Department of Oncology, as well as a professor in the
departments of Medicine and of Molecular Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics at the Mayo Medical
School and the Mayo Foundation for Research and Education. In addition to earning his MD and PhD at the
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine in 1981, Dr. Kaufrnann did his residency and fellowship at Johns
Hopkins, and served as an associate professor of oncology here in 1994.
Thomas J. Kelly Jr.
New York, New York
Dr. Kelly has made significant contributions to cancer research, specifically through his study of the
mechanism and regulation of eukaryotic DNA replication. His seminal contributions to this field include the
development of the first in vitro DNA replication systems, which allowed him to identify key protein components
and to define their contribution to initiation and control. During his 30-year career at the Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, where he served as director of the Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics and director
of the Institute for Basic Biomedical Sciences, he built what many consider to be the best basic science department
in the country, home to three Nobel laureates: one he replaced as chair (Daniel Nathans), one he trained with
(Hamilton O. Smith) and one he recruited (Carol Greider). As director of the Sloan-Kettering Institute since 2002,
he has had an even broader impact, creating and reinvigorating leading programs in cancer biology, immunology,
molecular biology and pharmacology at one of the leading research centers in the United States.
Allan I. Levey
Atlanta, Georgia
Dr. Levey's scholarship has literally changed the field of Alzheimer's disease, in the sense that his work
has helped to establish new pathways for its treatment. He has led efforts to better understand the critical
neurotransmitter acetylcholine, which is deficient in patients with the disease. As a professor of neurology at
Emory University, he has led major research to define the subtypes of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors. These
receptors are a primary target for current drug therapies, and in recent work, he and his group have shown that
they may offer a novel approach for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease. The body of Dr. Levey's work within
Alzheimer's disease and other neurodegenerative diseases is broad and innovative, including imaging studies,
clinical trials, proteomic profiling and genetic studies. Dr. Levey served as chief resident in the Department of
Neurology at Johns Hopkins in the late 1980s.
Jacob Rajfer
Los Angeles, California
Dr. Rajfer exemplifies what clinicians can accomplish by learning from patients at their bedside and
finding the answers at the bench. He has been a lifelong clinician and clinical investigator interested in disorders
of male sexual and reproductive function. After hearing a lecture by Dr. Louis Ignarro, Dr. Rajfer deduced that
nitric oxide was most likely the neurotransmitter responsible for penile erection. In classical experiments, first
using tissue harvested from animals and then from humans, Drs. Ignarro and Rajfer were able to confirm for the
first time that nitric oxide was indeed the neurotransmitter responsible for erectile function in men. Basing its
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work on this observation, Pfizer developed the drug commonly known as Viagra, which made a major impact on
the treatment of this disorder. At Johns Hopkins, Dr. Rajfer fostered his interest in the application of basic science
to clinical problems in urology as a resident and chief resident in the James Buchanan Brady Urological Institute.
Today, he is the chief of urology in the Department of Surgery at the Harbor-UCLA Medical Center.
John A. Rock
Miami, Florida
Dr. Rock is one of the nation's foremost reproductive endocrinologists. Following his fellowship in the
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics at Johns Hopkins, he established the in vitro fertilization program at
Hopkins in 1984, leading to Maryland's first birth through this landmark procedure. In 1991, Dr. Rock became
director of the Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics at Union Memorial Hospital. He was ultimately
recruited to chair the Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics at Emory University. In 2002, Dr. Rock
became chancellor and CEO of the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center, and in 2007, he was
named senior vice president for medical affairs and dean of the newly established Medical College of Florida
International University. A talented gynecologic surgeon, inspirational mentor and able administrator, Dr. Rock
has distinguished himself as an influential figure in women's health and medical education, publishing 200 peer-




Dr. Xiao, director of Brown University's Center for NanoSciences and Soft Materials, has over the
course of his career made extraordinary contributions to condensed matter physics, conducting cutting-edge
research in a broad range of areas ranging from spintronics, an emerging field that harnesses the electron's spin to
create new electronic devices, to superconductivity, to magnetic tunnel junctions. Dr. Xiao has developed a
method to visualize the flow of electrical current through very small magnetic field sensors, an approach that is
the technical basis of a start-up company, Micro Magnetics, of which he is founder and chief technology officer.
A postdoctoral fellow in the Henry A. Rowland Department of Physics and Astronomy from 1988 to 1989,
Dr. Xiao has since published more than 190 scientific papers with 7,000 SCI citations, making him among the
most highly cited physicists worldwide.
Michael J. Zinner
Boston, Massachusetts
Dr. Zinner is an accomplished leader in surgery who is known for his work in surgical education,
training and safety. I Ie was one of the first to organize a center for surgical outcomes and has done so on a
national level. Dr. Zinner's current clinical focus centers on diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, specifically of the
colon and rectum. Outside of his clinical sphere, Dr. Zinner is involved at the local, regional and national IcxeK
on issues relating to the impact of changes in the health care delivery system on the practices of surgery and the
viability ol academic medical centers. I le earned his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Johns
I lopkins m 1 (>67, and he served as chic! resident in the 1 Xp.utmcnt of Surgery at Johns I lopkins in the late
\
{>7(h. Today, Dr. Zinner is surgeon-in-chict at lhighain and Women's 1 lospital, a nonprofit teaching affiliate ol




Michael M.E. Johns became Emory University's fifth chancellor on October 1, 2007, after 11 years
leading' the institution's Robert W. Woodruff Health Sciences Center. With an annual budget of $2.1 billion, the
center includes the School of Medicine, the Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing, the Rollins School of
Public Health, the Yerkes National Primate Research Center and Emory Healthcare, which is Georgia's largest,
most comprehensive health care system. As CEO and chair of Woodruff and Emory Healthcare, Johns executed a
comprehensive strategy that resulted in Emory's being recognized as one of the nation's preeminent centers in
patient care, education and research. Johns came to Emory from Johns Hopkins, where he was dean of the Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine and vice president of the university from 1990 to 1996. Johns has been a significant
contributor to many leading health care organizations, including the Institute of Medicine, the Association of
American Medical Colleges and the Commonwealth Fund Task Force on Academic Health Centers. He serves on
a variety of private-sector and philanthropic boards, including Johnson & Johnson, the Georgia Cancer Coalition
and the Genuine Parts Company, and was recently appointed by the secretary of defense as a regent of the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences.
You are widely known and respected as a catalyst ofnew thinking on health policy' and health professions education.
You came to Johns Hopkins in 1984 to head the Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, and built that
department into one of the country'sfinest. Later, you led both our School ofMedicine and Emory University's Robert W.
WoodruffHealth Sciences Center to enhanced prominence among the nations academic health centers. Now, as chancellor
at Emoiy, you continue to dedicate yourself to steering complex administrative and academic organizations to greater
achievement in seruice to humanity. Your commitment to quality, thoughtful leadership and innovation is an example not
only to your medical colleagues but to all of us throughout higher education.
Michael M.E. Johns, in recognition ofyour accomplishments as physician, educator and leader in health care, The
Johns Hopkins University is proud to confer upon you the degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters, honoris causa.
Benoit B. Mandelbrot
Benoit B. Mandelbrot is the Sterling Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences at Yale University
and an emeritus fellow at IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, N.Y He was born in
Warsaw, Poland, in 1924. His family later relocated to Paris, where Mandelbrot earned his undergraduate degree
at the Ecole Polytechnique. He received a master's degree in aeronautics from Cal Tech and then returned to
Paris to obtain his doctorate in mathematical sciences from the Faculte des Sciences. In 1958, he came again to
the United States, this time to work for IBM Research. There, he became best known as the founder of fractal
geometry, the first broad attempt to measure the widely observed notion of roughness. He is the author of
Les objets fractals: forme, hasard et dimension and The Fractal Geometry ofNature. Mandelbrot is a member of the
National Academy of Sciences and the recipient of numerous international honors, including the Wolf Prize for
Physics, the Japan Prize for Science and Technology, and the Franklin Medal for Signal and Eminent Service in
Science. He has had long-term close collaborations with several Johns Hopkins faculty members.
Your long and highly influential research career in private industry and higher education has been dedicated, in
your own words, to "the taming of roughness. " You saw that traditional geometry could not adequately describe the shapes
ofa cloud, a mountain, a coastline or a tree. To address this, you developed fractal geometry, a way to use very simple
mathematicalfonnulas to generate the complex—indeed beautiful—geometrical patterns commonly found in nature. Your
insight has led to important applications in fields as diverse as materials science, economics, physics, turbulence, linguistics and
computer graphics.
Benoit B. Mandelbrot, thanks to you we now measure what could not be measured, explain what could not be
explained and, often, do what could not be done. In recognition ofyour transformative impact, The Johns Hopkins University is
proud to confer upon you the degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters, honoris causa.
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Douglas W. Nelson
Douglas W. Nelson dedicated his career to building better futures for disadvantaged children, youth and
families. He retired last month after 20 years at the Annie E. Casey Foundation, 10 as its president and CEO and
a member of its board of trustees. Largely as a result of Nelson's leadership, the foundation is now regarded as
one of the nation's preeminent organizations dedicated to improving the circumstances of families in poor
communities. While at Casey, he also provided extraordinary leadership, vital support and generous funding to
the East Baltimore Development Initiative, which—in one of America's most audacious and important urban
revitalization efforts—is fostering the resurgence of 88 acres north of the Johns Hopkins campus in East
Baltimore. Nelson's interest in children and families dates back to his time at the University of Wisconsin, where
he taught American social history. In 1986, he joined a Washington, D.C. think tank, the Center for the Study of
Social Policy, where he spent four years working on a project to re-imagine and strengthen the country's child
welfare system. Nelson lectures and writes on a wide range of policy issues, and his book, Haiit Mountain—
a
social history of the World War II relocation ofJapanese Americans to internment camps—earned him a Pulitzer
Prize nomination in 1976. He is a 1968 Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the University of Illinois, and holds a master's
degree in history from the University of Wyoming.
You are one ofthe nation's primary advocatesfor at-risk children and one ofits foremost experts on policies and
cmnmunity-based programs to i?nprove the lives ofyouth and families. Daring your decade as president and CEO, your
compassionate vision and strategic guidance transformed the Annie E. Casey Foundation into one of Americas largest and most
influential grant makers, making a profound difference for children nationwide. It is no exaggeration to say that your career has
been devoted to showing others—from individuals to entire communities—that our nations well-being depends upon the well-being
ofits youngest citizens.
Douglas W. Nelson, in recognition ofyour role as advocate, strategist and leader, and on behalfof those whose lives
have been made better by the way you have chosen to live yours. The Johns Hopkins University is proud to confer upon yon
the degree of Doctor ofHumane Letters, honoris causa.
Ellen Ochoa
Ellen Ochoa earned her bachelor of science degree in physics from San Diego State University in 1980
and a master of science degree and doctorate in electrical engineering from Stanford University in 1981 and 1985.
Selected by NASA in January 1990, she became an astronaut in July 1991. In 1993, Ochoa became the first
Hispanic-American woman in space as a mission specialist on the shuttle Discover}'. She is a veteran of four space
flights, logging 978 hours in space as a mission specialist and flight engineer. Her technical assignments included
serving as the crew representative tor flight software, computer hardware and robotics; assistant for space station
to the chief of the Astronaut Office; lead spacecraft communicator in Mission Control; acting deputy chief of the
Astronaut Office; and director of flight crew operations, a position in which she managed and directed the
Astronaut Office and aircraft operations. Ochoa now serves as deputy director of the Johnson Space Center in
Houston. A classical flutist and private pilot, she has won numerous awards, including the Distinguished Service
Medal and the Exceptional Service Medal from NASA. She is also the recipient of the Harvard foundation
Science Award, the Women in Aerospace Outstanding Achievement Award and the I lispanic 1 [eritage 1 .eldership
.Award. Ochoa is a co-inventor on three patents lor an optical inspection system, an optical object recognition
method anil a method for noise removal in images. She has presented numerous papers at technical conferences
and in scientific journals.
Even ifyou can no longer imagine a life lived entirely on Earth, a high-flying career as an astronaut wasn't always
what you had in mind. In fifth grade, you wanted to be president. You started college interested in music ami business, but
majored in physics instead. It wasn't until graduate school that you seriously considered becoming an astronaut, and eight years
tifter earning your doctorate in electrical engineering, you became the fust Hispanic . Imericau woman in space. Looking back,
you said. ")'on never know how your interests will change. That'l why it's important never to shut down your options. " Those
are words of wisdom for our class of 2010, who today have reached their launch pad and arc about to blast off.
Ellen Ochoa, m admiration of a career of inspirational achievement and distinguished leadership. TheJohns Hopkins
i iuversity is proud to confer upon you the degree of Doctor ofHumane Letters, honoris causa.
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Marilyn Ames Pedersen
Marilyn Ames Pedersen is active in many charitable and community organizations in the Washington
and Baltimore metropolitan areas. She is a founding member and currently on the executive committee of
CharityWorks, a high-impact philanthropic organization dedicated to creating positive change by uniting
corporate leaders, donors and volunteers to break the cycle of poverty, enhance local education, and enable
families to overcome critical health issues. Over the past 10 years, the organization has distributed more than
$10 million to ensure the success of schools, charities and organizations and the people they serve. Last year,
Pedersen and her husband, George, were the development chairs of an effort that raised more than $2 million to
build Fisher House, a home that provides facilities for families of critically wounded soldiers on the grounds of
the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Washington. The home, currently under construction, will
house 2 1 families. Pedersen also has been involved in funding the new Life with Cancer Family Center at
FNOYA Fairfax Hospital.
Pedersen graduated magna cum laude from George Washington University with a degree in art history.
She serves on the board of trustees of The Walters Art Museum in Baltimore and is working with the museum
and Johns Hopkins on a joint effort to understand why art is important in our lives. She and her husband have
three daughters and three grandchildren.
Curiosity, zeal and an insatiable desire to help are descriptors that barely scratch the surface of your character.
The alchemy of a traditional education married to self-taught discovery has created in yon a refreshing and rare
leader. You are a voracious learner with a keen interest in brain science and its transformational potential. Your commitment
helps the Johns Hopkins Brain Science Institute discover nervous system mechanisms, find treatments and cures, and lend
insight to researchers in art, architecture and education. You most recently have challenged neuroscientists to explore the
interplay betiveen the brain and aesthetics. Our researchers describe your passion for neuroscience as an inspiration of
enormous proportions.
Marilyn Ames Pedersen, in recognition of the vision, insight and relentless optimism that drive your efforts to
build a better world, The Johns Hopkins University is proud to confer upon you the degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters,
honoris causa.
Elias A. Zerhouni
Elias Zerhouni earned his medical degree from the University of Algiers School of Medicine in 1975 and
became chief resident at Johns Hopkins in 1978, completing his residency in diagnostic radiology that same year,
when he joined the faculty. In 1981, he became vice chair of the Department of Radiology at Eastern Virginia
Medical School. He returned to Johns Hopkins in 1988 as director of the MRI division, and rose to full professor
of radiology in 1992 and of biomedical engineering in 1995. In 1996, he was named director of the Department
of Radiology, developing computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging methods to diagnose and treat
cancer and cardiovascular, pulmonary and other diseases. Zerhouni later served as vice dean for research and
executive vice dean in the School of Medicine, until his nomination as the 15th director of the National Institutes
of Health in 2002. He led the NIH through a number of important initiatives, including his Roadmap for
Medical Research to foster collaboration among all 27 NIH institutes and centers. He also advanced as national
priorities action against the obesity epidemic and the study of health disparities. He secured the agency's
congressional reauthorization in 2006. Zerhouni's vision for Johns Hopkins is built upon decades of contributions,
including his help in creating the Institute for Cell Engineering and his influence on the transformation of the
East Baltimore biotechnology project into an emerging biotech powerhouse.
You?- story is sure to inspire todays graduates, who are heading into uncharted territoryjust as you once did. You
arrived at Johns Hopkins 35 years ago from Algeria with no friends or family in America. Newly married, fresh out of
medical school and with just S300 in your pocket, yon didn V know then that you had found your second home. It was here
that you rose to international prominence, pioneering lifesaving advances in medical imager) 1 before leaving to head the
National Institutes of Health. You became a widely admired scientist and revered leader by taking risks. You once said, "A
big heart and a strong spine are more important than high intelligence. " But we know you are blessed with all three.
Elias A. Zerhouni, for following your passions along a path to singular achievement. The Johns Hopkins University'
is proud to confer upon you the degree of Doctor ofHumane Letters, honoris causa.
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The University Mace
The university mace, carried by the chief marshal, was first used at the 1954 Commemoration Day
Ceremony. Eight symbols are hand-wrought in sterling silver on an ebony staff. The symbols represent our
cultural development from ancient times, through the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, to the modern era.
The Presidential Insignia
University President Ronald J. Daniels is wearing the presidential insignia signifying the authority vested
in the president by the board of trustees. It is a chain of sterling silver links worn around the neck. Portraits of
Johns Hopkins University presidents are engraved on the faces of the links. On the reverse are engraved the
names and dates of office of each president. Blank links for future use are included. The university seal completes
the design.
Academic Garb
The custom of wearing academic dress stems from the Middle Ages, when scholars were also clerics and
wore the costume of their monastic order. The hood was originally a cowl attached to the gown, which could be
slipped over the head for warmth. The cap was originally round but has changed to the varieties we see today.
The gown varies for the respective degrees. The bachelor's gown is worn closed and can be distinguished
by its long, pointed sleeves. The master's gown is designed to be open with the arms placed through the slits at
the elbows of the sleeves. The doctor's gown, also worn open, has full, bell-shaped sleeves with three horizontal
bars stitched across the upper sleeve. There is a velvet panel draped around the neck and stitched down the
front edges. This velvet trimming may be either black or the same color as the velvet holder of the hood.
The hood also varies for the respective degrees. The masters hood is three-and-a-halt-reet long. The
doctor's hood is lour teet long, of roller shape, and rounded at the base. The hood is bordered with velvet, the
color of which indicates the field of Study in which the master's or doctor's degree was earned:
Dark blue — Philosophy
Light blue — Education
Peacock blue — Public Policy
Green — Medicine
Salmon pink — Public Health
Orange — Engineering
( I'old-vellow — Science





Dark brown — Fine . Irts
[S
The silk lining of the hood represents the institution which granted the degree. If more than one degree
is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree is worn. The Johns Hopkins University has adopted
an alternative costume to be used by all holding Johns Hopkins doctoral degrees, both earned and honorary.
The costume consists of a gold robe with front and side panels in sable velvet and a six-sided Dutch academic cap
with gold sweatband and tassel. The linings seen in today's academic procession may include:
Brown University — brown, red
California Institute ofTechnology— orange, white
Columbia University — light blue, white
Cornell University —- red, white
Duke University — blue
Harvard University— crimson
Howard University— blue, red
Indiana University— red, white
Johns Hopkins University — black, old gold
Massachusetts Institute of Technology —
cardinal red, gray
New York University — purple
Northeastern University — red, black
Northwestern University— purple, white
Ohio State University — red, gray
Princeton University — orange, black
Rice University — blue, gray
Rutgers University — red
Stanford University — cardinal
Temple University — white, red
University of California — gold, blue
University of Chicago — maroon
University of Colorado — gold, gray
University of Florida — orange, royal blue
University of Maryland — red
University of Michigan — gold, blue
University of North Carolina — light blue, white
University of Pennsylvania — red, blue
University of Pittsburgh — blue, gold
University of Rochester — blue, gold
University of Virginia — orange, blue
University of Wisconsin — bright red
Vanderbilt University— gold, black
Washington University, St. Louis — red, green
Yale University— dark blue
The University Motto
Veritas vos liberabit.
The truth shall make you free.
-St. John 8:32
The Johns Hopkins University Ode
Truth guide our University,
Andfrom all envr keep herfire,
Let wisdom yield her choicest treasure,
Andfreedom reach herfullest measure;
O, let her watchword ever be:
The truth alone can make us fire,
Can make us fire.'
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for achievement in the arts
Jointly awarded to
Eric Levitz,
Zanvyl Krieger School of
Aits and Sciences, 2010
Brandon Lee Studart,








the Second Decade Society
(SDS)in 1995, this leadership
award was renamed in 2000 in
memory of Florence "Meg"
Long Walsh, an SDS member
known tor her independent
thinking and leadership. Given
to a graduating senior who has
displayed outstanding leadership
raising the public profile of the
University, the award affords
one year of post-graduate study
abroad to further test and
develop his/her knowledge and
leadership skills in a broader
international context.
Awarded to Rashmi Basapur
Alexander K. Barton Cup
Presented annually under
the auspices of Omicron
Delta Kappa to a member
of the University who best
exemplifies Mr. Barton's strong
character, high ideals, and
effective moral leadership.
Awarded to Abigail C. Duggan
The Homewood Award
Awarded annually to an
organization for outstanding
service to students, student
life, and the University.
Awarded to
Senior Leadership Consultants
The Christopher J. Pinto
Memorial Award
Established by alumni of the
Tau Epsilon Phi Fraternity,
members of the Class of 19K4,
and friends of the Pinto family,
this award is presented to a
senior reflecting the academic,
leadership abilities, and strong
moral character of Chris Pinto,
a member of the Class of 1 984.
Awarded to Luke Kelly-Clyne
The Christopher B. Elser
Prizes
The Christopher B. Elser
Prizes were established by the
Elser family and their friends
as a memorial to the life of
Christopher B. Elser, a member
oftheJHU Class of 2005.
It is presented to a junior or
senior reflecting the following
attributes: demonstration
of active participation and
commitment to community
service, a record of active
participation and leadership
m campus life and campus
activities, a demonstrated
passion tor athletics, and
academic achievement.
Jointly awarded t<>
Brittany Bland, Class of2010
Eric Dang, Class of2010
Sheyna Mikeal. Class of2010
Stephanie Shiau. Class of2010
The Dean of Student Life
Achievement Award
The Dean of Student Life
Achievement Award was
established in 2003 and
recognizes Johns Hopkins
University senior under-
graduates who have made
significant contributions to
the Homewood community
during their tenure as a
student. The award recipients
will have taken great strides













The Belli and Herman
Hammeralan Award
Established by Belle G.
Hammerman in honor of
her son, Judge Robert I. 1 1.
Hammerman, Class of 1950,
this award is presented annually
to the senior entering law




Constance Lynn I ogelmann
Si uDENn Exceli ence Aw \kd
for Leadership \.\d Service
Awarded annually by the
Student Government's SI \l S
Committee to undergraduates











Aw arded to seniors who have
completed co-curricular
requirements and an original
final project in one of five
disciplines: Dance, Digital
Media, Fine Arts, Music, or
Theater.
Ouranitsa Marie Abbas, Dance
Erica Demichiel Banman. Music
RichardJenhau Chen, Dance
Emily Jane Daly, Theater
Toni-Ann Del Sorbo, Theater
Neha Anil Deshpande, Dance
Jessilyn Pearl Dunn, Dance
Zachary Drew Epstein-Peterson,
.\ lusic
Danielle R. Fair, Dance
Kite Cruz Flares, Dance
Jennifer Marie Greisler, Music
Sba'Quayla Jean Hill.
Dance, .\ lusic
Dustin Timothy llimmertch. Music
Kelsey Erin Jennings, Dance
Salina Pankaj Khushal, Dance
Ramon Lee, Fine Aits
Eric Kilman Levitz, Theater
Yuan-Ping Li, Music
Kathie S. Lin, Music
. llbert Yu-Liing Liu, Music
Grace Anne Maldarelli, Music
Lauren Melissa McGratb, Dance
Melissa Nastacio, Dance
Marina Tiffany Paul. Music
Stephanie Shian. Music
Sn/al Singh, Dance




Rose Xie. .1 lusic
Jane Yee, I tsuaL Ins
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Katbryn Treyz Biggart, Alpha Phi
Panhellenic Association
Greek Woman of the Year
Awarded to
Eden Ahrens, Alpha Phi
Order of Omega 2009-2010
Inductees
Carrie Brauer, Alpha Phi
Radford Wainwright Btissey Jr.,
Beta Tbeta Pi
Dean Early Clark, Beta Tbeta Pi









Justin Eric Shen, Phi Delta Tbeta
Raymond Simon, Alpha Epsilon Pi
Greek Life Rho Lambda
Sorority Leadership Society
2009-2010 Inductees
Kristen Brooke Deuber, Phi Mn
JenniferM Pair,
Kappa Kappa Gamma






The Larrj Goldfarb Award
Presented to a senior for




The C. Gardner Mallonee
Award
Presented annually to the male
student who has contributed
most to athletics at the
University.
Awarded to John Michael Thomas
The Catherine P. Cramer
Award
Presented annually to the
female student who has
contributed most to athletics
at the University.
Awarded to Laura Claire Paulsen
The Robert H. Scott Award
Presented to the senior who
has demonstrated excellence
in athletics, scholarship, and
extracurricular participation.
Awarded to Timothy John Miller
The Howard-Shrtvt.r Award
Presented to the senior who
has demonstrated outstanding
achievement in both academics
and athletics while at The
Johns Hopkins University.
Awarded to Michael Scott Stoffel
The Blue Jays Unlimited
Award
Given to the Johns Hopkins
varsity athlete who most
exemplifies the spirit of
Blue Jays Unlimited by
demonstrating team spirit
and leadership, promoting
team unity and morale,
and enhancing the athletic
experience of his/her
teammates.
Awarded to Timothy John Miller
Multicultural Awards
The Martin Luther King Jr.
Courage and Service Award
This award recognizes and
encourages significant
humanitarian efforts and/or
service activities by full-time
students of The Johns Hopkins
University that reflect the
personal courage and sacrifice






This award distinguishes the
undergraduate student of any
race or ethnic background
who promotes multicultural







This award honors the
multicultural student who
exhibits qualities of leadership
that the Hopkins community
fosters. The recipient of this
award continues to assume
leadership roles within
Baltimore and the Hopkins
community.
Awarded to Lindsey Tyler Leslie
Teaching Awards
The Johns Hopkins Alumni
Association Excellence in
Teaching Award
in The G.W.C. Whiting School





The Johns Hopkins Alumni
Association Excellence i\
Teaching Award
in The Zanvyl Krieger School






The George E. Owen
Teaching Award
Given annually for outstanding
teaching and devotion to
undergraduates, this award was
established by the 1982 Student
Council to honor George E.




Department of Theatre Arts and
Studies Program, and Writing
Seminars
Dr. Stuart Leslie,
Depaitvient of History of Science
and Technology
The Old Gold and Sable
Award
Awarded by the Senior
Class in recognition of out-
standing contributions to the
Homewood community by
the recipients during their




Psychological and Brain Sciences
The Zanvyl Krieger School
ofArts and Sciences and
The G.W.C. Whiting School
ofEngineering
Africana Studies Prize
Awarded annually to the
graduating Africana Studies
major with the highest GPA.











The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
Award
Given in recognition of
outstanding effort and
accomplishment on behalf of the
JHU ASME student chapter.









and Statistics Award for
Excellence in Teaching
For outstanding teaching
performance by a student in
the Applied Mathematics and
Statistics Department during
the year 2009-2010.
Awarded to Peng Liu
Roberto EL Arellano Award
For excellence in writing
by a Writing Seminars
undergraduate.
Awarded to Eric Kahnan Levitz
J.ames F. Bell Award





Awarded to Avik De
Biomedical Engineering
Distinguished Service Award

















To the best first or second year
student in Economics.
















( ;i\ ii Engineering Aw vrd
For outstanding achievement
by a graduating senior for
academic excellence, leadership
ami service in the Department
of ( livil Engineering.
Awarded to Marvel . Ing
Civil Engineering
Faculty Award
Given to a senior for out-
standing service and academic






To a senior Computer Science
major for academic excellence,








To a student for outstanding
effort and skill in assisting with
the teaching of our courses.
Awarded to Zachary Eli Palmer
Computer Science Special
Service Award
To a student who has done
outstanding work to benefit the
Computer Science Department,





Teaching assistants play a
key role in undergraduate
education, and this award
recognizes their effort,
enthusiasm, and contribution
to the undergraduate program
of the Mechanical Engineering
Department
Warded to
. [dam John Sierakowski
EVANGEl l\ I) Wns Pri/i
Awarded annually to the
Classics major or minor whose






A yearly literary prize will
be given in the name of
our distinguished colleague
Stephen Dixon, and awarded
to a graduating senior whose
work has demonstrated
distinctive stylistic flair in
keeping with the high mark
established by Professor
Dixon's stories and novels.
Awarded to David J. laconangelo
Dogee Faculty Award
Given to a senior for
outstanding service and
academic achievement in the
Department ot Geography and
Environmental Engineering.
Awarded to Gregory M Shultz
The Federal Reserve Bank
of Richmond EXCELLENCE
Award
This award, from the
Baltimore Branch, recognizes
a graduating senior who has
demonstrated a high level of
academic success in the study
of economics.














Established in 2008, in
memory ofJon Grassbaugh, a
member of the class of 2003
and a graduate of the Army
ROTC program. On April
7, 2007, Jon was killed by a
roadside bomb in Zaganiyah,
Iraq, during his second
deployment with the 82nd
Airborne Division. This award
is presented annually to a
junior or senior who displays
the same academic excellence,
athletic prowess, and
demonstrated selfless service
that Jon embodied every day
of his short life.
Awarded to Jedda Patricia Roldan
G. Stanley Hall Prize
For outstanding achievement





To the graduate student in the
Department of Economics
who has exhibited the best
performance in research
workshops.
Awarded to James Lake
Max Hochschild Fund
The prize is awarded annually
to the undergraduate student
in Economics who has shown




Jacob H. Hollander Prize
For excellence in writing




The Three Arts Club of
I h aikland Award
For excellence in writing by




William H. Huggbms Award
For outstanding scholarship
and service by a senior in




















Joseph L. Katz Award
Presented to Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering
seniors for academic












Awarded to Tyler David Krus






Awarded to Giselle Ahuva Elbaz
Alexander Kossiakoff Award







For the best undergraduate
honors thesis.
Awarded to Benjamin Mays
The Martin G. Larrabee
Award
For meritorious research in
Biophysics.
Awarded to Deepak S. Atri
The Center for Leadership
Education Course Assistant
Excellence Award
Selection for this award is
based on student, faculty and
staff evaluations and a clear,
demonstrated commitment to
supporting our programs and
the courses we offer.
Awarded to Megan A. Wei
The Eugene Leake Award
For outstanding achievement








Awarded to Andrew Zhan Mo
The Richard A. Macksky
Award
Given to the graduating
senior, a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, who best represents
a combination of academic
excellence and educational
breadth.
Awarded to Emily Jane Daly
The General George C
Marshall Leadership Award
Presented annually to the
most outstanding MS4 cadet
who clearly demonstrates
the leadership and scholastic
qualities that epitomize the
career of General George C.
Marshall. The late General
Marshall served as the chief of
staff of the Army and secretary
of both State and Defense.
He was the author of the
restorative Marshall Plan and
was the only career soldier to be
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
Awarded to





achievement by a graduating
senior in Materials Science and
Engineering.
Awarded to RichardJenbait Chen
William D. McElroy Award
For meritorious research
conducted by an undergraduate
in the Biological Sciences.
Awarded to
James Edward Tooley III
Emily and Thomas Meren
Scholar Award
Established in 1998 in support
of undergraduate students









Charles A. Miller Award









Given to the graduating
master's in public policy




coursework and the energetic-
pursuit of "on the ground"
skills in urban community
development and sustainability
Awarded to Kelly Biscuso
Michael J. Muuss Rf.sf\k< ii
Award
This award, established by the
Computer Science Department
in 2000 in memory of alumnus
Michael J. Muuss 79, is awarded
annually to a student who has
demonstrated die best appli-
cation of research to practice.
Awarded to Ian Michael Miers
David s. Olton Award
(iiven annually to support
undergraduate research in the
area of the biology of behavior,
broadly defined.
Awarded to Olivia (.'. long
Robert B. Fond Sr.
\( iiiiatmeni Award
Awarded to the graduating
senior in the Department ol
Materials Science who best
exemplifies Robert Pond's
commitment to scholarly and
humane values.
Awarded to Kayla S. B. Culver
Mom Disi ix< .1 isi n i > 'I'm sis
i\ Public i Ii \i.i ii s i ljdies
Jointly awarded to
Brian Joel Boyarsky
Eric I //// Dang
Outstanding, Senior Award
in Public Health Studies
For academic excellence,
leadership and service in
Public Health.
Awarded to Natalie Alya Draisin
The President's Saber
Awarded to the senior ROTC
cadet who has made the most
significant contribution to the
ROTC battalion and reflects
those leadership characteristics
required of an officer.
Awarded to
Peter Malachy Kazanagh III
The President's Trophy
Awarded to an outstanding
ROTC graduating senior cadet
for significant contributions to
the ROTC program.
Awarded to
Peter Malachy Kavanagh III
The Curt P. Richter Award
in Behavioral Biology
Research
In recognition of outstanding
achievement in the David S.
Olton Behavioral Biology
Program.
Awarded to Elizabeth Phoebe Bright
Sarah and Adoi.ph Roseman
Achievement Award
In recognition of outstanding
graduate research accomplish-
ment in Chemistry.
Awarded to Andrej Grubisic
Senior Design
Engineering Aw \rd
In recognition ol outstanding
contributions to die design
and conduct ol an independent
research project in the
Department of Materials
Science and Engineering.
Awarded to Ian Daniel McCue
Gerard II. Schlimm Award
Awarded to an undergraduate
student for his or her excep-
tional accomplishments in the
field of Civil Engineering. As
a longtime Senior Lecturer
and Director of the Pan-Time
and Special Programs at the
G.W.C. Whiting School of
Engineering from 1966 to
1994, the late Dr. Schlimm
made many contributions to the
education of future engineers.
Awarded to Julie Elizabeth Fogarty
William N. Sharpf








Awarded to Adam J. Baumgartner
Siebel Foundation Prize




Awarded to Sarah Hemminger




Dr. Stanley's personal and
professional standards ot
excellence.
\w arded to Rachel Isabel . Instm
Si \nion Forgione Prize
Named in memory ot Phoebe
B. Stanton (faculty, 1954-
1982) anil Nancy E. Forgione
(BA 1974, PhD 1992) for
outstanding achievement by
an undergraduate m 1 [istorj
of \rt.
Warded to liana Gila EMenberg
Dolores Aubrey Sullivan
Award in Public Polka
Presented to the Master of
Arts in Public Policy students
who best exemplify Dee's
indomitable spirit, unfailing
dedication to excellence, and
the Institute's mission to bring





The Superior Cadet Award
Presented by the Department
of Military Science to the most
outstanding student in each
year of the ROTC program.
Cadets must be active in
ROTC activities, strong leaders
and students, and invoked in
athletics and other community
activities.
Aw arded to
Peter Malachy Kavanagh III
J.J. Sylvester Award
For outstanding achievement
b\ a senior in Mathematics.
Jointly awarded to
Xinlu Huang
. hlam R. Salt:.
Linda 1'rinii Mi moriai
Award
This award is dedicated to the
memory of Linda Tnnh. Class
of 2005, who worked tirelessl)
through her research anil
volunteer efforts to improve
the human condition. It is
awarded to a Design 'learn that






Si \ i rn Ii u ki i \\ \i i is
\li MORIA1 I'r
is awarded fbi an ess.n oi
other original work on Spanish
oi 1 .uin American literature,
literaiA history, CultUI e, or .u I






Awarded to Thomas J. TautMo
For outstanding achievements
in Electrical Engineering.
Awarded to Karthik S. Seshan
Loy Wilkinson Award
For demonstrated record of
academic excellence, leadership,
and service in Chemical and






Given annually to a graduating
senior who exhibits both
promise and spirit in regards
to interdisciplinary work.
The award was established
in memory of M. Gordon
"Reds" Wolman, a faculty
member in the department who
contributed to the academic
growth of the university
through service as a department
chair and interim provost and
through strong advocacy of
interdisciplinary studies. He
was a beloved member of the
Johns Hopkins University for




The Carey School ofBusiness
Dean's Award for
Sustained Excellence
Awarded to Stacey Marie Lohoski
Delta Sigma Pi
Scholarship Key
For the highest grade point
average in the undergraduate
program.
Awarded to David Steven Rudich
Si egman Award
Presented to students who
graduate with a 4.0 grade point





















For outstanding scholarship in
the undergraduate programs
and exceptional promise of
future success.
Awarded to Walter William Shaw
The School ofEducation
Alan Thormeyer Award
Awarded to a FlexMat student
in the Department of Teacher
Preparation who exemplifies
the spirit and dedication of its
namesake.
Awarded to Alan Brian Mcllvried
Diane Tobin Memorl\l
Award
Awarded annually to an out-
standing alumna in education
and to an outstanding student.
Jointly awarded to
Halley Lynn Dunn,
alumna Master ofArts in
Teaching, May 2009
Tracey Brooke Rucker-Xaidu,




Awarded each year to an
outstanding undergraduate.





This award is presented by the
Department of Neurosurgery











Hasan Aqdas Zaidi, 2009-2010
The Paul Ehrlich Research
Awards
The Paul Ehrlich Awards
were established to honor
Dr. Paul Ehrlich with funding
originally granted by
Dr. Emanuel Libman. The
awards, which recognize
student research contributions,









Rebecca Jane Leaiy, 2009-2010
The Sol Goldman Award
The Sol Goldman Award
is given annually to a Johns
Hopkins medical student who
is recognized by the faculty of
the Department of Medicine,
Division of Geriatric Medicine
and Gerontology, for excellence
in geriatrics and for exceptional
sensitivity to older patients.
This award is made possible
by an endowment given by
the family of Sol Goldman
to perpetuate an interest in






The Bae Gyo Jung Award
The Bae Gyo Jung Research
Award was established in
2006 by friends and family in
memory of Bae Gyo Jung, who
was a predoctoral student in






The memory of Dr. Harold
Lamport, a distinguished
investigator, is honored by





Hasan Aqdas Zaidi, 2008-2009
The Martin and Carol
Macht Research Award
The Martin and Carol Macht
Research Award is awarded
to a doctoral candidate whose
research evidences elegance in
science, originality in thought
and creativity in approach.
The award was made possible
by a donation from the Macht
family of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Awarded to Xin Ye, 2009-2010
The Franklin Paine Mall
Award
The Franklin Paine Mall
Award for outstanding
performance in the first
year medical curriculum was
established by Dr. Miley B.
Wesson, an alumnus of the
School of Medicine. This
award is given in the name of
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Franklin Paine Mall, the first






The Excellence in Medical
Student Research Award
This award is given annually to
students whose efforts in basic
biomedical, clinical, or public
health research are noteworthy
and found deserving of special
recognition.
Jointly awarded to


















THE Frank H. Ni iter, M.D.
Memorial SCHOLARSHIP In
Medical Art
The medical illustrator Frank
II. Netter, MD, is known
worldwide for his ability to
distill complex medical subject
matter into clear, effective
teaching images. Dr. Netter was
not only a skilled draftsman,
but knowledgeable in anatomy,
physiology, and pathology
through his medical training.
family and friends established
this scholarship to recognize
.1 student in Art as Applied to
Medicine who displays a similar
balance ol medical and scientific
knowledge with the artistic skills
that he exhibited throughout
his career. Winners of this
award have excelled in their
academic courses; displayed
exceptional art expression;
and most importantly utilized
both resources to create well-
designed and effective didactic
illustrations.
Awarded to
Sbizuka Naomi Aoki, 2009-2010
The Hans Joaquim
Prochaska Research Award
The Hans Joaquim Prochaska
Research Award was established
in 1998 to honor outstanding






This award was created by the
School of Medicine Dean's
Office in 1996, to honor the
memory of Alicia Showalter
Reynolds, a PhD student in the
Department of Pharmacology
and Molecular Sciences from
1992 until her untimely
death in 1996. It is given in
recognition of contributions
to research undertaken by a
PhD candidate in the School
of Medicine.
Awarded to
Ivy Ellen Dick; 2008-2009
The Me n i Si rand
Research Award
The Mette Strand Research
Ward was established in
1998 as an enduring legacy
to graduate education and to
honor the contributions to
science and education made
by Dr. Strand as a professor of
Pharmacology and Molecular
Sciences from 1977 until her
untimely death in 1997. The
.i
w
.ird is made possible l»\ the
generous contributions ol hei
colleagues and friends as I
tribute tn her contribution to
humanit) in the quest for a
vaccine against schistosomiasis,
her unyielding devotion to
science and her role in the
training of a generation of






The Nupur Dinesh Thekdi
Research Award
This award was established in
2002 to honor the memory
of Nupur Dinesh Thekdi,
an MD/PhD student in the
School of Medicine from
1996 until his untimely
death in 2001. The award
was made possible by the
generous contributions of
his family and friends and is
given to honor outstanding
research contributions made






William 1 1. Welch Award
The William H.Welch
Award recognizes outstanding
achievement in Pathology by a




The W. Barry Wood
Student Research Award
The W. Barry Wood Student
Research Award recognizes
present commitment and
future promise in research.
W .11 did tO
Karim Shira: Ladba, 2008 2009
The School ofNursing
Academic Excellence Award
To a student whose academic








The Johns Hopkins Nurses'
Alumni Assoclation Award
Recognizes a student whose
leadership ability is combined





The Johns Hopkins Nurses'
Alumni Association Award
To a graduate student
demonstrating expertise in
professional nursing practice









Cm 1 1 n \w \rd
In recognition of the highest
standards of nursing practice
and executive ability.
Awarded to. Irnx Faye Hoffmann
Cardiovascui \r Disease
Prevention \\\ \\<\->
li> the graduate student who
has demonstrated a strong
commitment to the prevention
of cardiovascular disease
through excellence m nursing
practice <>r research and
sponsored bj die Preventive
Cardiovascular Nurses'
Association.
Awarded to llnn.i Patrkt Barney
23
THE Church Home and
llosi'iru Nursing Alumnae
\\\ \RD
Recognizes a student who
best exemplifies a humanistic
approach to nursing while
integrating the art, science and
the spirit ot nursing.
Jointly awarded to
Catherine Callagy Denver
Andrea Dawn .\ lascorro
Eleanor Wade Custer
Award
To a student who most
successfully demonstrates
initiative and creativity in
improving the health of a







To a student who demonstrates
outstanding commitment and






For the outstanding PhD
dissertation in the School of
Nursing.
Awarded to Kathryn Jeanne Ruble
Leadership Award
To a graduate nursing student
demonstrating outstanding
leadership in the field of
nursing.
Awarded to Annie Chung Lee
Mary and Grainger
Marburg Award







Robert Ci. Merrick Award
To a student demonstrating




Run i Dale Ogilby Award
In recognition of exceptional
academic performance in the
master's program.
Jointly awarded to






To a student demonstrating
intellectual curiosity and






To a student demonstrating




Sigma Theta Tau Nu Beta
Chafeer Award
To a graduate nursing student






Ti ie Sinai Nurses' Alumnae
Association of Sinai
Hospital, Inc.
Recognizes a student who
exhibits enthusiasm, compassion
and a positive approach to
problem solving in nursing.
Jointly awarded to
Christum Grace Jele
Katrina Carol .A likitik
Joan Sutton Award
To a student demonstrating





















Martha and William Bill
Memorial Prize
in Woodwinds: Clarinet
Awarded to Jin Sung Moon
P. Bruce Blair Award
in Composition
Awarded to Vladimir Smirnov
Phyllis Bryn-Julson Prize
























Awarded to Chih-Wei Chang
Moshe Cotel Prize
in Composition
Awarded to Jeffrey Zeiders
Dorothy L. Decourt Prize
in Organ








Awarded to Elizabeth Hungciford
Charles M. Eaton Prize
in Voice
Awarded to Marisa Del Ca?npo




























Awarded to Iris Hsu
Lynn Taylor Hebden Prize
in Performance
Awarded to Jacob Silver
Dr. and Mrs. Walter
Edwards James Award
in Theory




Awarded to Kaitlin Pucci
Brjtton Jc )i i\s< in Memorial
Prize
in Woodwinds: Flute
Awarded to Kimberly Zaleski
Josef Kaspar Award
in Strings: Violin
Awarded to Yu-Cbia Hsiao
GUSTAV Kit- aim Award
in Composition








Awarded to imam Mosley
Lll I IAN I [OWARD MANN PRIZE
in Voice
Awarded to l.iliana Castelblanco
Rose M \\i\\ Mn holi \\i>
\w \ki>
in Piano




Awarded to Patrick Handler
Otto Ortmann Award
in Composition
Awarded to Michael Scott-Nelson
M w \nd Martin Ratla
Music Education Award






























Awarded to Bei Zhang
Gulen F. Tangori \. M.D.,
Aw \Kl> FOR V(x:\i EXCELLEN( I
in ( )pera
Awarded to Elizabeth I )/>::•
Alice wd i.i \in Tayi or
\W \k|)
in Performance




Awarded to Alicia Cantalttpo
Frances M. Wentz Turner
Prize
in Piano
Awarded to Pei-Hsin Kao







Olga von FLartz Owens
Memorial Prize
in Strings















The I li 1 1 \ Abbe\ Fund
li> an outstanding Biostatics




J. I loU \R|) l>l \KI) Fl I 1 OWsllH'
To an outstanding student
pursuing .1 career in local or
state public health work.
Awarded to
Oluwatosin Oyefblake Fatusin
The Trudy Bl sii Fund
To an MHS student
specializing in women's health.
Awarded to Beth Sydney Linus
Ruth b. and J. Douglas
Colman Scholarship
To an outstanding preventive
medicine resident.
Awarded to
Charlie A Iarshall Preston
Diversity wd Health




to addressing health disparity
issues.
Jointly awarded to
/ tgnetta Eugenia Charles
Maura Walton Dwyer
Cbanelle Je'Net Howe
Larissa .\ tichelle Jennings









The C'i wosmi 1 hki i\i
Pkl vi \ n\ 1 Ml DK INI
Risidi \( \ Sc HO] \RslllP
li) an outstanding preventive
medicine resident
Warded to
Michelle \\ bitehead Sims
J.B. Gran i S< hoi \rmiip
li) .in outstanding \UM I
student committed to
improving global health.
Awarded to Rebecca Ruth Kcltncr
Tim- Dr. Bettylej 11 www
Fi 1 1 owship
lo .111 outstanding doctoral






Tin C. Esther usid Paul
A. Harper Award in
Population and Family
Health Sciences
To a graduating student











To encourage study at the
Bloomberg School of Public












Fund for the Application
of blostatistics and
Epidemiology in Research
on the Prevention and
Control of Mental
Disorders
To an outstanding doctoral
student dedicated to advancing
knowledge of the epidemiology
and prevention of mental
disorders.
Awarded to
James Rhys Williams III
The Paul V. Lemkau
Scholarship Fund
To an outstanding student in
the Department of Mental





The Harvey M. Meyerhoff
Fellowship in Cancer
Prevention
To an outstanding doctoral
student in Epidmiology whose
focus is on cancer prevention.
Awarded to Daniel C Beachler
David Paton Scholarship in
Preventht Medicine
To an outstanding general
preventive medicine resident.
Awarded to Clarence K. Lam
The Charlotte Silverman
Fund in the Department of
Epidemiology
To an outstanding doctoral
student in Epidemiology
whose focus is in the critical
area of epidemiology and
policy.






















Priya Maria Ann Mehra






The John Paul Stapp
Endowed Scholarship
To an outstanding student
researching aviation safety,





To support cross-training at
the School of Public Health
and the School of Medicine.
Awarded to
James Tenrnce Carson
The John P. Young
Memorial Fund
To an outstanding student
in Health Finance and
Management.
Kathryn Van Veen
The Paul H. Nitze School
ofAdvanced International
Studies (SAIS)
Max M. Fisher Prize for
Excellence est Teaching
This prize honors the late
Max M. Fisher who was an
advisor to U.S. presidential
administrations for decades
on Middle East policy. The
Max M. Fisher Excellence in
Teaching Prize is awarded each
year at commencement to one
SAIS professor selected by the
student body.
Awarded to Francis Fukuyama
William C. Foster Award
To a second-year student for
sound scholarship and a record
of leadership and distinguished
service to SAIS exemplary of
the high qualities of integrity,
loyalty, and ability admired in
Mr. Foster.
Awarded to Nikolas Foster
Christl\n A. Herter
Academic Award
To a member of the second-
year class with the most








Phi Beta Kappa, founded
at the College of William
and Mary in 1776, is the
nation's oldest and most
prestigious undergraduate
honors organization. To gain
election students must have
excelled in a hroad array of
undergraduate courses in the
arts and sciences offered at
one of the 249 colleges and
universities in the United
States that are sufficiently
rigorous and intellectually
challenging to shelter a Phi
Beta Kappa chapter. The Johns
Hopkins University chapter
was founded in 1895.
From the Senior Class
in The Zanvyl Krieger
School of Arts and




















Krica Alexandra ( iiraldi
I lelen Irene Goldberg
Muhamed I [adzipasic
Michael Alexander 1 lajck












































From the Senior Class
in Tin- Zanvyl Krieger
Schooi of Arts \\i>
















From the Ph.D. Candidates
in The Zanayl Krieger
School of Arts and Sciences
Juan Wang
From the Ph.D. Candidates
in The Bloomberg School
of Public Health







Willem Gijsbert Van Panhuis
Chi Wang
Cui Yang







From the Ph.D. and M.D.
Candidates in The School
OF All ni< i\i
Alexander ( larl Billioux
Donas an lai Suan Cheng
Keith Edward Curtis
Zachary Ryan I lealy
Xin I luang
Andrew I lunter I [ughes
David Reeve Marker




Beta lietn lietu Biological
Honor Society 'Johns Hopkins







































Pi Sigma . llpha, the National
Political Science Honor Society
Pi Sigma Alpha is die onlj
honor societ) for college
and universit] students o\
government in the United















founded in 1999, offers a select
group of undergraduates in
the Krieger School ofArts
and Sciences the opportunity'
to explore new avenues of
inquiry alongside and with the
guidance of scholar-teacher
mentors whose own research
is at the cutting edge of their
disciplines. Selection of Fellows
is hased on academic merit
and the strength of applicants'
proposals for independent
research. Students have the
Fellowship for the entire length
of their undergraduate careers.
The following members of



















Lindsay Elisabeth Van Thoen

















































Nicholas Yick Loong Tan
Thomas J. Tantillo












The International 1 lonor
Society for the Computing
and Information Disciplines
founded at Johns Hopkins
University in 1999 to
recognize academic excellence
at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
The following members of
the graduating class have been










Alpha Omega Alpha Honor
Medical Society
The Alpha Chapter of
Maryland was established at
The Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine in 1906.
Medical students with out-
standing records are elected to
membership in their senior year.
The following members of
the graduating class have been












































































































students have been elected to









students have been elected to































Students have been elected to
Sigma Theta Tau Nu Beta:





















Dana M. I- reiser
I m .is Ulen Fussell
Christiane Opalka Garcia
1 iiulses \nnc ( rardner
( !aren Rebecca ( rroveman
Emily Marie ( froves
Deborah E. I laighl
I eah Johanna I In I
Kellvn Elizabeth I lickey
Martha Catherine Hilton
Amy Faye Hoffmann
.Anna Sonya Karuba Kirby







































Honor Societiesfor the (.'arey
Business School
Alpha lota M/i
\lph.i Iota Mu is a national
honor societj established
in 1 (> (^ tor undergraduate
and graduate students m
information systems. It is
sponsored In the International
Nc.uliim lor Information
Management Vlthough
many chapters have been
established for undergraduate
students, the Hopkins chapter
is the first to tocus specifically
on graduate students in
information systems. The
purposes of the society are to
confer distinction for academic
excellence in information
systems and professional or
academic leadership, and to
promote closer affiliation
between students, faculty,
and practitioners in the field.
Students who have completed
30 or more credits, are in the
top 20 percent of their class,
and who meet the national
standards may be invited to be
members.
The following members of the
graduating class are members










Olivia Stephanie I ng
Delta Sigma Pi
The Delta Sigma Pi, Chi
Chapter, established in 1^22,
sponsors professional, social.
and community service
activities, as well .is regional
and national Delta Sigma Pi
conferences. Upon graduation.
DeltasigS may continue their
participation through the
Baltimore Milium ( lhapter,
one ot the oldest and largest
alumni chapters in the country.
The following members ot the
graduating class are members
ol I V It. i Sigma Pi:
Vdwoa Kwakyewaa Frimpong
kw amc Pepi ah I'oku
29
Honor Society for the School
ofEducation
Chi Sigtna Iota
Chi Sigma Iota, Lambda
Chapter, is an international
honor society that values
academic and professional
excellence in counseling. They




students) who contribute to the
realization of a healthy society
by fostering wellness and
human dignity. Their mission
is to promote scholarship,
research, professionalism,
leadership and excellence in
counseling, and to recognize
high attainment in the pursuit
of academic and clinical
excellence in the profession of
counseling.
The following members of the
graduating class are members









Founded in 1906, Phi Delta
Kappa International is the
premier professional association
for educators. For more than
100 years, it has focused its
work on the tenets of service,
research and leadership. Phi
Delta Kappa's mission is to
support education, particularly
public education, as the
cornerstone of democracy. Its
vision is to be the experts in
cultivating great educators for
tomorrow while continuing to
ensure high-quality education
for today
The following members of the
graduating class are members
of Phi Delta Kappa:
Nancy Peters Harlan
Kerry Lynn Macek





were determined at the end
ofMarch, 2010, for students
who had achieved a cumulative
Johns Hopkins University
Grade Point Average of 3.5
or higher. Students earning
this honor at the end of spring
2010 semester will have that
notation placed on their final
transcripts.




















































































Alexander Samuel 1 )rew
Michael Taub Drun



































Michael Alexander I lajek





Erin Laverne I lill
Joshua Lawrence I Iilliard
Megan Irene I [indie
Jamie Michelle I littman
Kevin J. Ho
Man Km Derek 1 lo
Justin T. I [sieh





Noah 1 1.m.m Jampol
\aron Jen
KeKey Erin Jennings

















































Nathan Philip I e\ in
Seth \ lu all 1 e\ me
Steven Maurice I evinson Jr.
I in Kahn.in Levitt






















Alice Kathryn Elisabeth Marks
























































































































































































































































Ian Daniel Mc( lue
Matthew Owen McGlone





( lolleen Sara Murphy
Benjamin William \eese






























Nicholas Yick Loong Tan
Thomas J. Tamil Io






















































I leather Kristin Ferron
Neal Foley
Michael Anthony Ford




Brian Joseph ( iarolalo
Lucas William Cavk
Daniel Ghiringhclli
John Milton ( imiio
JovanOA ic /lata ( iorcik
Marian V ( rowans
Ned Goyal
William X ( rreen
Daniel Phillip ( iruen
Roben Bruce ( rrupp
HanhCam 1 la
Sarah Elizabeth I laeusler
Jefrre) 1 ane I larlan



















































las. m ( Christopher Michalski
Caroline Paulette Miller
Michael I arrj Miller
Robert MistT)
Zarna Mistrj









































































































Ourania Marie Abbas, Spanish
Kelly Lynn Adams, Anthropology
Eden E. Ahrens, History
Yasin Elisabeth Akbari, History
Nezar Ahmed Alsaeedi,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Laila Marie Ameri,
International Studies




Molecular and Cellular Biology



























Molecular and Cellular Biology




Molecular and Cellular Biology















Neha Anil Deshpande, Biology






Giselle Ahuva Elbaz, Chemistry
liana Gila Ellenberg,
History ofArt
Rebecca Grace Etkin, Spanish






English and Writing Seminars




















Erin Laverne Hill, English
Man Kin Derek Ho,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Jason Daniel Hoffmann,
History
Samuel Zalman Iser, German
34
Aaron Jen, Neuroscience
kelscy Erin Jennings, English
Emily Elizabeth Jordon,
Earth and Planetary Sciences












Molecular and Cellular Biology
Monica Eunjean Kim, Biology









Kathie S. Lin, Chemistry
Yun Liu,






Molecular and Cellular Biology
Leslie Caitlin Markun,
History of Science, Medicine
and Technology















Ji I lae Park,
Molecular and Cellular Biology












Mythri Megan Reddy, Biophysics
Krista Marie Rieckert,




























Molecular and Cellular Biology
and Public Health Studies
Zachary Jacob Senders,
Molecular and (.'e/ln/ar Biology'
Vandan S. Shah, Chemistry
Brett V Sharoni, Economics
Robert Amador Sickeler,
Molecular ami Cellular Biology




Raj mond ( ii.iham Simon,
International Studies
Katherine Marie Sommers,









Molecular and Cellular Biology 1
Kanika Trehan,





























































Richard T, Carrie k. Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering
ke \un Chen, Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering
Richard Jenhau Chen,
A latenuis Science and
Engineering
Won 1 lo Daniel Cho,
Biomedical Engineering




\lhson Ting ( lonnolly,
Biomedical Engineering
Joshua William ( Irist,
Biomedical Engineering
Kaj l.i S 1! ( ul\ei. Materials
Science and Engineering
\\ik De, Electrical Engineering
and . tpplied Sciences


























Joseph Jian Lun Heng,
Biomedical Engineering


















Jennifer A. Kaus, Chemical and
Biomolecuiar Engineering
Okay Usal Kayaoglu, Applied











Calvin Yao Loong Lau,
Biomedical Engineering
Nina Louise Lee, Chemical and
Biomolecuiar Engineering


























































































































Jie Zhang, Electrical Engineering
* Please note that some students
may not be listed as receiving
Departjnental Honors because




Candidates for Degrees in Order of Presentation




Diane Shea Bragdon, Special
Education. The Effects of a
Career Awareness Project on
the Academic Performance
of At-Risk Eighth Grade
Students.
Matthew Walter Dammann,




Steven Michael Legacy, Special
Education. The Effectiveness
of an Exercise Program on
the Challenging Behaviors
of Students with Emotional
Disturbance.
Kimberly Ann Merrick, Special
Education. The Impact of
Teacher Preparedness,
Teacher Practices, and the
Availability of Remediation
Services on Adequate Yearly
Progress in Reading.
Sookhee Kim Plotkin, Teacher
Development. Effects of
Technology and Leadership















Amy Beth Kirsten, Composition
Joanna L. Manring, Voice









Linda Angelina Bartock. An
Evidence-Based Practice
Plan for the Reduction of
PICC Line Occlusions in
the Acute Care Setting.
Maura Doyle Belden. A
Clinical Algorithm to Guide
the Management and Care




Added ( )utcome Measures




Intent to Stay in the Aging
RN Workforce: A Qualit)
Improvement Project
Lynn Marie Elizabeth Bullock.
Enhancing the Culture of
Safety by Implementing an
Electronic Reporting System
for Medication Errors and
Near Miss Events.
Kim Ann Bushnell.
Development of a Farm
Team: Succession Planning.**
JoAnn Coleman. Preoperative
Assessment of the Older
Adult Having Surgery for
Hepatobiliary or Pancreas
Cancer: Translating







for a Comprehensive Plan.**
Susan Doran Finlayson.
Prioritizing Competencies
for Vice Presidents of
Patient Care.**
Paula Rigsby Graling.
Designing an Applied Model
for Perioperative Patient
Safety.





of Care for Patients with a
Diagnosis of Chronic Illness
and Substance Abuse in a
Medicaid Managed Care
Organization.**














Specialized Medical Sen ice-









Janet Ude Jones. Bridging the
Gap Between Preparation to
Practice: The "Real World"





Nurses: Effectiveness of a
Comprehensive Online I BP
Resource Center.**
Verna Tereceita Laidlow. The










Events in Admitted K I




I i m.ii \ i latheter Days
in Willi' 1st lunik Stroke
Patients.
Tht appearance »/ ./ name m tbii section «t the program /> ant considered conclusive evidence "I graduation, nm /> th< omission "I ./ «..
M
l >. i , . i onfi i red Vugusi 28, .'on''
•IK: ,,, conferred Decembei <•». 2009








Counseling in Adult Lung
Cancer Patients in an
Outpatient Setting: Impact




















Lisa Groff Paris. Improving
the Practice Environment







on an Inpatient Pediatric
Medical-Surgical Unit: An
Evidence Translation Study.**
Stephanie Storto Poe. Building
Nursing Intellectual Capital
in Safe Use of Information
Technology.
Laurie Ann Saletnik. Patient





Translating the Use of the
5 As Intervention to Improve
Adult Type 2 Diabetes Self-
Management in Primary Care.
Ashley Heath Seawright. A
Systematic Approach to
Post-Operative Management
of the Deceased Donor
Renal Transplant Patient
with a Clinical Pathway.
Erik Paul Southard. The
Role of Telemedicine in
Improving Access to Urgent





Reducing Barriers to Care.**




Implementation of a Clinical
Pathway for the Management
of Home Parenteral
Nutrition Support.**
Cynthia Ann Walters. Effects
of a Comprehensive Unit
Safety Program and Team













nation in a RCT among
Patients Receiving Active
Cancer Treatment.*




















Housing and Health Care
on Asthma Management and
Morbidity Outcomes among
















to the Transmission and
Emergence of Influenza A
Viruses.
Beth Renee Dail Marshall,
Population, Family and
Reproductive Health. Impact




Middle School Students: An
Evaluation of the Turning
the Corner Achievement














Lead Levels and Reading
Readiness in Kindergarten
Children.
Van Thi Hoang Phim,
International Health.
Evaluation of a Gender-
Specific Program for HIY7
MDS Prevention for Youth
in Ha Noi and Khanh Hoa,
Vietnam.**
Darcy Faye Phelan,
Epidemiology. HPV Testing in
Cervical Cancer Screening at
Johns Hopkins Hospital and
Health System, 2001-2007.*
Peter Adrian Smit, Health
Policy and Management.
Analysis of Patterns of
Use of the Johns Hopkins
Antibiotic Guide (ABX
Guide) July 2002 to June
2007. Key Factors which
Drive the Use of Electronic
Decision Support Tools in
Clinical Practice.




an Electronic Health Record





and Correlates of HIV
Risk Among Married and
Single Men in Rakai Uganda




'Degree conferred August 28, 2009
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Contribution of Country of




Epidemiology. Genital I lerpes
in High Risk HIV-1 Infected
and HTV-1 Uninfected
Women in US: Quantitative
and Qualitative Evaluation











Neonatal Morbidity in the


























Salmonellosis ( lascs in
China.*
Allison Cory Brown, Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology.








Impact of Early Vitamin
A Supplementation on
the Cognitive and Motor
Development of School-







the E2 Heterodimer, Ubc




Methods for Estimating the













Among I lispanic Immi-












ization of Type 2 Diabetes
Mellitus Susceptibility Genes
and Their Interactions with
Environmental Risk Factors
in the Atherosclerosis Risk in
Communities Study.
Sarah Kathleen Shea Crowne,









in the Natural and Treated
Course of HIV Infection









Individual and City Level
Modification of the Health
Effects of Air Pollution in
Older Adults.**
Alex Ergo, International Health.
Measuring Socio- Economic
Position L sing an Asset
Index: Do Geographical
Factors Matter?
Joanna Case Famadas, Health
Polity and Management.
Consumer Involvement
in I lealth ( lare and Its
Relationship to Utilization












and Validation of a
Stakeholder Support Scale
for Large Corporations
Investing in HTA7MDS in





in an .Area with Recent






Partner Violence and HIV:
Baseline Findings from




Joshua Paul Garoon, Health.
Behavior and Society.
"Animals I Never Saw":
Community-based Natural
Resource Management















( lessation taiong Injection
Drug I sers <IDl S) in
Baltimore, Man land.
!9
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Steffany Haaz, Health. Behavior
and Society. Examining
the Safety, Feasibility and











Infection and the Impact
of Exclusive Breastfeeding
on Respiratory Illness in
0-6 Month Old Infants in
a Maternal Immunization
Trial in Bangladesh.
Anika Latrice Hines, Health









Quality of Life, Visual
Functioning, and Depression


















Factors and Risk of Pediatric
Onset Inflammatory Bowel
Disease.





















and Impact of Maternal and
Newborn Care Counseling










Keri Lyn Jowers, Mental
Health. Examining the Role
of Early Family Risk in the
Development of Aggressive
and Disruptive Behavior in
Childhood.**
Leah Marie Kalm-Freeman,
Health Policy and Management.
The Community Health
Representative Program:





a Matrimonial Service for




of Sorafenib for Children
with Neurofibromatosis
Type 1 and Plexiform
Neurofibromas.**









Corner Men) in the Context
of the Community Popular
Opinion Leader Trial in Peru.
Gabriel Yungping Lai,
Epidemiology. Metabolic
Perturbations in the Etiology
of Prostate Cancer.**















Function of Older Adults.**
Nora Ling Lee, Epidemiology.
Prenatal Exposure to
Secondhand Tobacco Smoke
and Impact on Infant Birth














Logic Regression and Score
Tests.
Allison Nicole Lipitz, Health
Policy and Management.
Impact of a Statewide
Intensive Care Unit Quality
Improvement Initiative
on Hospital Mortality and
Length of Stay.
'Degree conferred August 28, 2009
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Mental Health. The Role






Use and Alcohol Problems
Among Adolescents from
Puerto Rico and the United
States.**
Matthew Robert Marcello,
Biochemistry and .\ lolecular
Biology. Insights into
Mammalian Sperm-Egg
Adhesion and Fusion from
Studies of Knockout Mouse




of the Role of Hormonal
Contraceptive Use on the




Biostatistics. Pre pr< >ccss i ng
and Barcodingof Data from
a Single Microarray.
Erin Leigh McDonald, Health.
Behavior and Society. ( ienctic
Counseling Interactions:






International Health. Intake of
Iron Through Groundwater
and Iron Status of Women in
Rural Bangladesh.
Sarah Alillet, Health, Behavior
and Society. Childbirth
Expectations and Decision-





Nevirapine and its Impact
on Strategies to Prevent
and Treat HIV Infection
in Children Living in
Resource-Poor Countries.
Devaki Nambiar, Health.
Behavior and Society. On the
Experiential, Symbolic, and







Effect of Mitochondrial Iron
on Alanganese Superoxide
Dismutase.*
.Ann Marie Navar, International
Health. Impact of Immuni-





Synapses by Lead is
Mediated by Inhibition
oftheNMDAR ami
I )ov\ nstream Signaling.*
Gila Neta, Epidemiology, fetal
Exposure to Pesticide
Chemicals, Immune Activity













of Early HW Infection
with New Detection and




Health. A .Multilevel .Analysis
of Milage and Local Health
Systems Factors Affecting
.Maternal Health Service




\illagers' Trust in Providers
and Insurers in the Context
of a Community-Based
Health Insurance Scheme in
Cambodia.
.Anne AI. Palaia, International
Health. Understanding
the .Motivation, Ability
and Attrition of HIAV
AIDS Community Health







lima/ Lavas Petigara, Health
Policy and Management.
The Influence of Individual
Characteristics and ( lohort
Membership on Preventive
Service Use in the Near
Elderly/
( Chelsea Bernhardt Polis,
Population. Family and
Reproductive Health.
Predictors and Safetj of
I [ormonal ( Contraceptive
Use in I I IV Infei ted
Women in R.ik.u, I iMnd.i."
Julie Diana Richman,
Environmental Health Sciences.
A Longitudinal Study to
.Assess the Presence of
.Manganese in Blood and
Exhaled Breath Condensate
following Acute Inhalation
Exposure to Welding Fume.
Karen A. Robinson,
Epidemiology. Use of Prior
Research in the Justification
and Interpretation ot
Clinical Trials.**
Helaine Wendy Rutkovv, Health
Polity and Management.
Profits and Public Health: A
Study of Corporations, the
Laws that Govern Them,
and Strategies Designed
to Influence Corporations'




Examining the Impact of
Human Rights Abuses on
Health Service Utilization
and Quality of Fife Among















( iv necolog) Patients in
( thana.*
41
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Rosanna \V. Setse, Epidemiology 1 .
Sexual Behavior, Cervical
Cancer Screening and
Vaccine Uptake in HIV-
infected Adolescents and
Young Adults.




















Kenneth M. Shermock Jr.,
Health Polity and
Management. Impact
of Continuity of Care





Health, Behavior and Society.
Exploring Food Acquisition
Practices of Food-insecure
Individuals in New Jersey.
Shawn Edward Soutiere,
Environmental Health Sciences.
Studies on Lung Mechanics










and the Association with

















Care Services in Rural
Afghanistan.
John Joseph Strouse, Clinical
Investigation. Cerebral Blood
Flow and Neurocognitive
Function in Children with
Sickle Cell Disease.*
Catherine Gayle Sutcliffe,









Vaginosis in Rakai, Uganda.
Leslie Ann Thornton, Mental
Health. Criminal Justice
Involvement Among Adults
with Severe Mental Illness.**
Vivian Lau Towe, Epidemiology.
Psychosocial Factors and
Risky Sexual Behaviors
Among Men and Women




Health, Behavior and Society.
A Flourishing Life: The
Quest for Work and Well-
Being through Sectoral Job
Training Programs.
Raydel \ aides Salgado,
Epidemiology. Change Over
Time in the Number of
Cigarettes Smoked Per Day








Transfer, Decline After Birth
and the Serotype Specific
Response to Infection
Among Infants and Children
in Thailand.*








Exponential Tilt Models in




















of Daily Living Disability
among Non-Demented
Older Adults and People
with Parkinson's Disease:
Suggestions for a Common
Cognitive Pathway.**
Michael Wilson, Health Policy
and Management. Measuring
the Health and Cost
Consequences of Emergency
Department Overcrowding.
Cui Yang, Health, Behavior
and Society. Determinants of
Condom Use with Female
Sex Workers Among Male
Clients in Sichuan Province,
China.**
Hui Yang, Health Polity
and Management. The
Conceptual Framework
of Primary Care Quality
Assessment and Quality of




for Attacks in Familial
Mediterranean Fever:
Application of the Case-
Crossover Design.**
'Degree conferred August 2K, 2009
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Unusual Story of United
States Policy Toward Brazil
into the 21st Century.*
Kent Elizabeth Davis-Packard,
International Relations.
Returning to Medina: The




Access to Credit and Loan
Recovery—The Role of
Legal Institutions and Other
Factors: An Analysis in the
State of Orissa, India.
Joshua Michael Michaud.





I liromi Murakami, Japan





International Rein i ions/
Conflict Management. Sacred






the Detroit ( lonsensus: The
Relative Power ( lycle and










of the United Nations
Secretary-General.

























Frank Edward Corrigan 111
John Patrick ( iostello
Jennifer Lynn Cuhran
Keith Edward ( ant is
Matthew John C/arny
( rhazala Vnnrah 1 )atoo
Yi Deng
Catherine I.iiulscy Disilcr
Paul James I )ohert\
Pax le Doroslovacki
Wei I). Duan Porter
lei Jamie I )\
1 .iii.i Rae T'lperi





































Rita Phi-Thuy Iran Nguyen
Trang Kim Nguyen
Junaid Nizamuddin




Teresa Mar) Kateri ( )'l lerron
James Brendan ( VKccle
Meghan Elizabeth O'Neill
( hmedii [fej mwa ( )nycdikc
Ryan Kenneth ( )rosco
Kaustubha Dilip Paul
Joanna Kristine Pearson
Ja> ier Perez Rodriguez
Eleanor I \ nne l'it/
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( lode of Dexterous I land
Movements.
Jobcn ( ruerrero Barm,




oi Mac rophages in
Autoimmune I ban I )isc.isc.
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Program-Cell Biology 1 . Sre 1
is a I [ypoxic Transcription
Factor Required for Virulence
in the Pathogenic Fungus
Cryptococcus mqformans.
Tullia Carmela Bruno,










Donavan Tai Suan Cheng,
Biomedical Engineering.
Systematic Characterization

























1 lolecular Biology Training
Program-Cell Biology. mTOR
Controls Mitochondrial
Function Through the YY1
Transcriptional Complex.**




into the Development of
Autoimmunity to Peptidyl
Arginine Deiminase 4 in
Rheumatoid Arthritis.
Greg Michael Delgoffe,














Network Analysis of Sensory





































Structure and Function of
Plasmodium falciparum Acyl
Carrier Protein and its
Localization Sequence.
Anastasia Gentilcore, Program













Melissa Grafe, History of
Medicine. Making "Medical








Reveals Genes that can
Cooperate with FLT3/ITD
in Leukemogenesis.
Tamia Alisha Harris, Cellular
and Molecular Medicine.
Targets and Regulation of










Linking Error, Passage of
Time, the Cerebellum and
the Primary Motor Cortex






Xin Huang, Pharmacology and
Molecular Sciences. Exploiting
Infection and Inflammation
for the Treatment of Solid
Tumors.**
Maimon Eid Hubbi, Cellular
and \ lolecular Medicine.








Lesley Ann Kane, Biological




and ,1 lolecular Sciences.
Characterization of
DANGER and its Functional
Interaction with the Death-
Associated Protein Kinase.**





Regulator ofTRP (PIRT), a





of Cellular and Multicellular
Form and Function with
Nanoscale Cues: Implications
for Cancer Metastasis,
Wound Repair, and Tissue
Engineering.
*Degree conferred August 28, 2009
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Yu Shin Kim, Neuroscience.
Molecular Mechanisms of
Depolarization-Induced




Investigating the Role of


















NMR Study of the Rapidly
Exchanging Protons in
the Catalytic Triad of
Chymotrypsinogen-A.
Rebecca Jane Leary, Cellular
and Molecular Medicine.
Genome-Wide Analyses







I lanwei Li, Biomedical
Engineering Tissue







Neuronal ( inmth Cone
Guidance.




Organization in Response to
Differential Activation.
































Novel Insights into Their
Constraint, Distribution,
and Overlapping Functions.
Julie Sc hater McGurk,
Neuroscience, TRPC1
Function in BDNF




SCI' A I [exosamines:
Understanding \nn ( lancer
Mechanisms Through






and Genetics. 3' Untranslated
Regions are the Primary
Regulators of Gene
Expression in the C. elegans
Germline.
Matthew Miskimon,
Neuroscience. Narp: Role in
Stress and Inflammatory
Responses.














Recovery In mi Spinal Cord
Contusion Injury.
Sabina Angela Muend,
Cellular and .\ lolccular
Physiology'. Lite in the
Balance: Fungicidal Effects
of Amiodarone Resulting
from the Disruption of Ion
1 [omeostasis.**
Philip John ( )'l lerron,
,\ euroscieuce. Persistence
of Figure— ( i round






Regulation ol the Mitogen
Activated Protein Kinase
Pathwaj tor Mating in Yeast
Yu ( Iheng I'ei. Neuroscience,
1 he Representation of




























\ lolccular Biology Training
Program-Seuroscience.
'The Role of the Long
Noncoding RN \s
Six30Sand RNCR2 in




Biology. Regulation of the
Simian lmmunodeficiencv
Virus 1 ong Terminal
Repeat by C/EBP beta and
I FN beta-mediated In.ue














'Degree conferred Vugusi 28, 2009




















Healing, and the Body in
Crosscultural Translation
(2nd to 8th Centuries C.E.).
Juan Ignacio Sbodio,
Biochemistry, Cellular and
A lolecular Biology Training
Program-Cell Biolog)'.
Protein-protein Interactions
at the Golgi Complex and
Their Roles in Apoptosis
and Mitosis.**





A lolecular Sciences. Forget
the Messenger.—Kill
the Translator! On the
Mechanism of New and
Old Clutarimides.**
Jeffrey John Shaw, Biochemistry,







Dong Shen, Human Genetics
and .Molecular Biology.
Genome-wide Approaches
to Study Genetic Alteration
in Gene Families and on
Human Chromosome Hp.
Joshua Sims. Program in
A lolecular Biophysics. Linkage
Specific Polyubiquitin
Recognition.
























Joshua Tzvi Cardin Vogelstein,
Neuroscience. OOPSI:





























Pathobiology. The Role of B













and Genetics. The Interferon
Beta Response to Simian
Immunodeficiency Virus
Infection of the Central
Nervous System: Induction,
Regulation, and Effects.
Jing Xu, Pharmacology and
Molecular Sciences. Use of
Small Molecules to Probe
the Signaling Pathways
Involved in Angiogenesis









Neural Coding of Shape in
Vision and Touch.
Xin Ye, Biochemistry, Cellular
and A lolecular Biology
Training Program-Molecular
Biolog)' and Genetics. Norrin,
Frizzled-4, and Lrp5
Signaling in Endothelial


















ot Cell Migration /// vivo.
Jihye Yun, Cellular and
Molecular Medicine. Glucose
Deprivation Selects for
KRAS and BRAF Mutations
in Colorectal Cancer.
Shawn Patrick Zack, Functional
Anatomy and Evolution. The
Phylogeny of Eutherian










and A lolecular Sciences.
Applications of Protein
Microrarray Technology
in the Study of Virus
Infections and Host-Virus
Interactions.**
'Degree conferred August JS, 2009
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Jing Bai, Geography and
Environmental Engineering.
Experimental and Modeling
Study of U(\l) Sorption-
Retarded Diffusion in a
Hanford Sediment.**
Tamer Ahmed Basha, Electrical
and Computer Engineering.
Methods for Functional




Predicting the Structure and








Particles in a Fluid Flow.**
Kevin Byrnes, . ipplied
Mathematics and Statistics.
Theory and Algorithms for
Set-Function ( )ptimization.**












( )ell Proliferation and




















Elliott Franco Drabek, Computer
Science. Translingual Fine-
Grained Morphosyn tactic
Analysis and Its Application
to Machine Translation.**




























Buoyant Oil Droplets and
Turbulent Breakup of Crude
Oil Droplets Mixed with
Dispersants.**
Lian Guo, il Iaterials Science and
Engineering. Electrochemical
Island Growth.**




Based on Fiber Bundle
Imager.








Engineering. Creation of a
Genetically Encoded Band-
Pass Filter for Enzyme
Activity and Its Application
to Combinatorial Protein
Engineering.**


























to Improve Site Occupancj




of Turbulence and Scalar
Transport Process in Free-









via Novel Algorithms for
Weighted 1 [ypergraphs.
I lenry Chan-1 lui Lin,
Computer Science. Structure in
Surgical Morion.
Elizabeth Hi Liu, Geography and
Environmental Engineering.
Pore Scale Study of Multi-
phase Flow and N VPL
Dissolution in Porous Media.**






Xiaofeng Liu, Computer Science.
Th ice- Dimensional Muscle
Motion Reconstruction
I sing Tagged MR Images.*'
Joshua \. Mason, Computer
Science, Towards Stronger
Adversarial I hreat Models in
System Security/
( Henna Elizabeth Meister,
( 'hernial and BiornnlecuLli
Engineering. Nun
Associating I leterodimeru
I >N \ Methyltransferases
as a Platform for




'I >egre< > onfi rred \
onferred Decembei JO, 2009
















.\ lathematics and Statistics.








Elizabeth Perez Reilly, Applied












Samuel Kevin Small, Computer
Science. Understanding
Emergent Threats and
Trends in Network Security*
Swaroop Sridhar, Computer
Science. BitC: A Language
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.1 laterials Science and
Engineering. Programmed
Sub-cellular Release to
Study the Dynamics of Cell
Detachment.
Pearl Qing Yuan Zheng,
Geography and Environmental
Engineering. Decision
Analysis and Risk Analysis
of Multiple Dam Removals:
Optimizing Tradeoffs Among












Nicole Marie Aschoff, Sociology.
Globalization and Job











Alana Kristine Bevan, Histoiy.
We Are the Same People:
The Leverich Family of New
York and Their Antebellum
American Inter-regional
Network of Elites.*
Erik Antonio Billings, Biology.
Studies of the Translational
Entropy Contribution to
Protein Stability by Use
of the HrV- 1 Protease as a
Model System.**
James E. Blanton II, Histoiy.
For Us and Our Successors:





Dynamic Studies of the
Human Ubiquitin
Conjugating Enzyme





Biosynthesis and the Origin
of Oxidative Diversity in
Carbapanem Antibiotics.
Evan Thomas Brower, Biology.
The Binding Potency of
Anti-retrovirals is .Affected






Luftig, German and Romance
Languages and Literatures.





Sexual Dimorphism in the
Drosophila gonad.*
Martin Oliver Carrion, German
and Romance Languages and









Protein Synthesis in the
Pathogen Helicobacter pylori*
King Ki Marconi Chan,
Economics. The Dynamic
Effects of Welfare Time
Limits.*
Su-Hsin Chang, Economics.




Eanh and Planetaiy Sciences.






Protein Docking to Model
the Structure and Specificity
of Protein Interactions.










DOCTORAL UF.GR E I S
Andres Alejandro Concha,
Physics and Astronomy. Field
Theories in Condensed
Matter Physics.
Edward Oliver Craft, Biophysics.
\ ( Computational Study of
the Neural Mechanisms for
Border Ownership Coding in
Primate V2.*











Structure of Solutions of
Steiner Problems in Optimal
Transport.
Andrew Radford Davis, Near
Eastern Studies. Tel Dan in its
Northern Cultic Context.
Pierangelo De Pace, Economics.
Essays on Macroeconomic
Comovement and the Term
Structure.*





lor Dynamo Action in
the Cores of Terrestrial
Exoplanets.
Kelly M. Duke-Bryant, History.












KingJuan (Carlos Is [mage
in ( Contemporary Spanish
Literature.**




Gene Lash Garcia, Biology.
Degradation of cAMP and
Regulation of Adenylyl
cyclase Activity Controls
Group Migration and Signal














Sciences. Uncertainty as a





of Cluster Anions: In
Search of Building Blocks
for Cluster-Assembled
Materials.**
Erin Elizabeth Hackett, Earth
and Planetary Sciences. Flow
and Turbulence in the




Evolutionary Ancestor of the
I listone Fold Motif.
Amber Laura I lartinan.
Biology. The I luman ( ait
Viicrobiota: New Analyses
and Methods on the
(Continuum between I Faith
and Disease.**
Ronan James 1 lead, Near
Eastern Studies. The Business
Activities ol the NV< i
Babylonian Private 'Slaves'
and the Problem ol the
Peculium.
.Amanda E. Herbert, Histoiy.
Female .Alliances: Gender,
Identity and Friendship in
Britain, 1640-1714.
Alargaret Lynne Hoang,
Biology. Analysis of Changes






Fatma Talaat Ismail, Near
Eastern Studies. Cult and
Ritual in Persian Period
Egypt: An Analysis of the
Decoration of the Cult
Chapels F and G on the
Lower Level and the Roof
Chapels El, E2, HI, and H2





of Bourdieu's Concept of






Gary David Kasper, Chemistiy.
Synthesis and Reactivity ol




Athena Marie Keene, Biology.
The Use of Polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) Dendrimers
as a Method of Drug





Beha\ ior ol Minimal Surfaces




Early 2nd Millennium BC
Babylonia: The Sumerian
Epistolary Miscellany.**
Ellen Frances Kloss, Biophysics.
Origins of Heterogeneous
Stability and Cooperativity in




of Race and Destiny: The
Drug War, Nothingness,
and the Cultural Violence of
Neoliberalism in the Crack
Landscape.**
Catherine Marie Kolf, Biology.
Osteoblasts as Regulators of





Probing the Dynamics ot
Cellular Traction Forces
with .Magnetic and Non-
Magnetic Micropost
Arrays.**
Jennifer Lynn Ealonde, Political
Science. I larmom and
Discord, International Aid
1 larmoni/.ation and Donor
State Domestic Influence:






I Oisordered Regions ol
Proteins: Analysis ol
Recognition Elements in
1 letneproteins and Peptides.
Daniel Joseph Levine, Political
Science. ( Critical Wrestling;




•| U pre conferred lugusi 28, 2009
"Degree conferred Decembei 10, 2009
DOCTOR A] DEGREES
Xiang Li. Chemistry. Cluster






Economic Reform and the
'Double Movement' in
Yugoslavia: An Analysis of
Labor Unrest and Ethno-
nationalism in the 1980s.**
Pavel Machalek, Physics and





of Gasl in Hedgehog
Signaling.*
David Lee Masica, Biophysics.
Structure Determination
and Design of Biomineral-
associated Proteins.**
A lark Joseph Mathis, Physics
and Astronomy- Simultaneous
Heavy Flavor Fractions
and Top Cross Section
Measurement at the Collider
Detector at Fermilab.
Sandeep Mazumder, Economics.
Essays on .Marginal Cost and
Inflation.**
Matthew McEvoy, Physics and
Astronomy. Cascade Higgs








and is Required for Growth





I [ybridity into the Modern
Nation.*
Solium G. Mehta. Biology. The
Regulators of Calcineurin are
Chaperones for a Conserved
Phosphatase.**
Katherine D. Moran, History.



















Biolog)'. In vivo Analysis
of the Lipid Components
of Primordial Germ Cell
Migration.
Christina Neilson, Histoiy of
Art. Between and Across
Media: Verrocchio's
Creation and Meaning in his
Workshop.**
Mark Daniel Noble, English.
The American Atom:
Materiality and Poetic
Vocation from Whitman to
Stevens.**
Henry Joseph Nothnagel,
Biophysics. In vitro Investi-
gations of the Hemoglobins
from the Bacteria




Ruth Sargent Noyes, Histoiy of
Art. A me toccano mnsticcare
pitlole an/are, Rubens, the
Oratorians and the Crisis
over the Beati moderni in
Rome circa 1600: Towards








Rui Ota, Economics. Essays
on Pricing Strategy on a
Declining Industry.**
llhan Can Ozen, Economics.
Gender Differential




of 'the Korean Family':
Population Crisis and the
Politics of Reproduction in
Contemporary South Korea.










Sociology. The Paradox of
Agricultural Market Reform:
Foreign Aid and the Rise of
Subsistence Production in
Moldova, 1991-2008.**












Patrick Michael Peel, Political
Science. Building Judicial




Michael Shaw Perry, Philosophy.
Epistemology in the Shadow
of Pyrrhonism.*
Alary Lou Raber, Chemistry.
Mechanistic Analysis of the
Early Steps in Clavulanic
Acid Biosynthesis.*
Julie Reiser, English. Trauma,
9/11, and the Limits of
Affective Materialism.**





















Essays on the Implications of
Risk for Saving, Investment,
and Welfare.**
Don Fraser Selby, Anthropology.
The Politics and Morality of
Human Rights in Thailand.
Ji-Liang Shiu, Economics.
Essays on the Effect of
Employer-Provided Health




Gods and Grains: Lives
of Desire in Rural Central
India.**
.Andrew Dixon Skora, Biolog]'.
GAL4/UAS Abnegation
Reports the Fidelity of
Epigenetic Inheritance in
an Epithelial Stem Cell
Lineage.
'Degree conferred August 2S, 200°
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Sotiria Sotiriou, Biology.
Functionally Significant
Elements in the 3'UTR of
SNCA*
Sundar Srinivasan, Physics and
. Istronomy. The Mass-Loss
Return from Asymptotic
Giant Branch Stars to the
Large Magellanic Cloud
Using Data from the Sage
Survey.**
Marius Stan, Philosophy.
Kant's Theory of Motion:
Metaphysical Foundations of
Leibnizian Science.*
Benjamin Tilghman, History of
Ait. The Symbolic Use <>t
Ornament and Calligraphy
in the Book of Kells and
Insular Art.*
Ian Mark Tolfree, Physics and
Astronomy. An Alternative
Path to the Boundary:
The CFT as the Fourier
Space ofAdS.**
Nicolas Valazza, German and
Romance Languages and
Literatures. Crisis of the
Fen and Sovereignty of the
Paintbrush: Writings on
Fainting, from Diderot to
Proust*
Nancy Van Prooyen,









1925) and the Shaping of
Modernism in the France of
the 1920s.**
Jannette Vusich, History of. lit.
Divinus Amor Exstasim
Facit: Fra Bartolomeo and
Mysticism in Renaissance
Florence.**
Juan Wang, Political Science.
The Informal Roots of State-
Capacity and Social Stability
in Rural China.**





Molly \nnis Warsh, History.
Adorning Empire: A History





Assimilation as Attraction at
a Distance.**
Ittai Weinryb, History ofArt.
Under Western Eyes:
Bronze and Sculpture at





Nathan W. Winslou, Eaith and
Planetary Sciences. Fluid Flow,










Ligand Field Excited States
Anchored to Metal-Oxide
Surface.*
Karen Jiang Yao, Biology.
Central Nervous




Mediated by the Engagement














Lu Zhang, Sociology. From
Detroit to Shanghai?
Globalization, Market
Reform and Dynamics of
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Rajiv Acharya, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Yonatan Meir Adler, Real Estate













Arlisa W. Anderson, Real Estate
Fareed Aref, Information and
Telecommunication Systems











John Thomas Beltz, Information
and Telecommunication
Systems**




Kusum Bisht, Information and
Telecommunication Systems**
Xeal Lewis Blake, Real Estate**
Adam Thomas Blumenthal,
Real Estate**
*Degree conferred August 28, 2009











and Strategic Human Resources
Philip Harvey Bradley, Finance*
Melissa Anne Breger,
Organizational Development
and Strategic Human Resources
John M. Breth, Information and
Telecommunication Systems










John Delia Camera, Real Estate
Christine E. Carey, Marketing







Jane Rosetta Virginia Caulton,
Organizational Development















































Bhavna Dhir, Information and
Telecommunication Systems*















































Shannon Teresa Frobel, Finance


































































Derek R. Hoffman, Real Estate
Vanessa Quynh-Nhu Holden,
Marketing
John I lolmes, Finance**
Scot Wilson 1 lumphrey,
Real I-.state**
Anne Ada [gah, Marketing**
































Cory J. Jurasits, Real Estate
Tae Hun Kang, Finance*
Mineto Martin Kariya, Finance
NaKesha Evale Kemp,
Marketing**
Grace Kiang, Real Estate











Patricia 1 Iannah Kurimay,
Real Estate**
Sergio \\. Kusluda, Finance
Long Man Ram Lau, Finance*




ami Strategic Human Resources
Crystal M. Lee, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Sun Lee, Information and
Telecommunication Systems*
Tamika D. Lee, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Won-Kyu Lee, Finance
Yu Ju Lee, Marketing
Ying-Hui Lee, Finance*
Lisa Marie Leonard, Marketing
Paul Han Lim, Finance
M. Gabriela Linares, Marketing























































































Brian II. O'Hear, Real Estate**
Benjamin Bekoe ( Hon.
Information and
Telex ommunication Systems**
( )\eb.iiiiin ( ). i >lagbemiro,
Information and
Jhlet ommunication Si ttems
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Chi My Perms, Real Estate
Thuy Phuong Phan, Finance































Andrew Joel Ross, Marketing**













and Strategic Human Resources
David John Schiappa,
Organizational Development
and Strategic Human Resources*
Bentley Nelson Scott Jr.,
Real Estate





































Kyle Farina Speece, Real Estate







Julie E. Strouse, Real Estate
Po-jung Su, Finance




























































Xiao Feng Yang, Finance
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Kaci I )welle Bower
Michelle Francine Braganza
Darren Emerson Brusi
( Ihristopher Martin Burk**
Walter T. Burke, III
Biyanl I lampion Burns"
Patrick T. Campbell
Kelly Marie ( lantley
Tbmas ( !ar*
Linda Murray ( Cardinal























Colleen Marie Hood Cusick
Patricia Cawdrey Dablow
Alain Emile Marie Damiba



















Jefferj Mark Finke **
Jemal Finney
Mark 1 lain Fraiman
Melanie Rose Frank**





Syed Ali Adil R.i/a Gardezi




































leri S. I lupert*
Byung Wook 1 twang










I i in Kathaleen Karnes*"
Roben P. Kaufman
Keith Stefon Kellj



































Jackie L. Martin Jr.
Man Caroline McBride
Michael Thomas McCarthy*








PeterJoseph Mogaj zel Jr.
Man.in K. Mohale**
Fernanda I age Monteiro
DeCasi
\i\ a Elan Moore Recce




Elisabeth ( lurran Myers*'
Rene ( . Naiarro
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Bernard Robert Porter II
Christina Margaret Potter*
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MASTER'S D E G R E E S WD CERTIFI C AT E S
Jacob J. Lustgarten,
Business ofA fedicine*
Milton Maciel Jr., Leadership
Management Life Sciences*































John A. Nguyen, Investments











Kristin I leisig Pennypacker,
Competitive Intelligence*





































Business of A ledicine*
Joseph R. Twanmoh,
Business of A ledicine*





















Jan Aber, Clinical Community
Counseling**
Chidi Ikechi Anaba, Clinical
Community Counseling




Kristin E. Clute, Play Therapy*




Melikka Shanea Davis, Clinical
Community Counseling
Alissa Ann Douglas, Clinical
Community Counseling
Alison L. Garraway, Clinical
Community Counseling
Kathleen Ann Gibbons, Clinical
Community Counseling**
Stephanie Joy ( iordon,
Flay Therapy*
Tyra Nicole Green, Clinical
Community Counseling
Graham Reed Hall, Clinical
Community Counseling*
Laura Ann I [amelin,
Play Therapy
Paul W. I klman, Play Therapy*
Joanne F. I [esse, Clinical
Community Counseling*
( lharidi Jamison, Cluneal
Community Counseling





I is.i s. H. ih I .11 rabee,
Play Therapy






















Diana L. Sabados, Clinical
Community (.'onnseling








Connie Hull Wo/ny. Clinical
Community Counseling**
A lusters of Science
Julie Lynn Ackcrnian,
Education















*Degre< conferred tugusi 28, 2009
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Nickol D. Barnes, Counseling





















William A. Best, Management
Crystal A. Betts-Burton,
Counseling
David A. Betz, Management











Lori Anne Bradley, Education**












Brian William Burke, Education
Susan Burke, Counseling





Tia Anise Bynum, Management
















Brian Paul Cedar, Management














Eugene Otolorine Victor Coker,
.\ lauagement












Stephanie Anne Cox, Special
Education









Gary Paul Cumbo Sr.,
Management
Rachel Arielle Dack, Counseling
Vincente Santo D'Antuono,
Education**






Shelby F. Dennis, Education*




















Richard T Duvall, Management
Laura Ann Dvornicky,
Special Education**
Nancy June Ebbert, Counseling
Jennifer Elizabeth Eddinger,
Counseling













Walter English III, Management
Cassandre Jude Epps,
Organizational Counseling
Caroline J. Espeland, Education

























Heidi Leah Freeman, Education
Jennifer Lynn Frenkel,
Counseling
'Degree conferred August 28, 2009
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Anna Marie Gannon, Education
Matthew George III,
Education**
























Noel L. Green, Education*
Rebecca Bowne Greenberg,
Counseling





Justin Mark Gross, Management
Sharon I lope ( irotsky,
Education




Joseph I Iaddad, Special
Education**
Molly Melissa I [agan,
Education





































Robin Langbaum I lopkins,
Education
Anna Christine 1 [oward,
Education
Susan S. 1 [siung, Education*
I [si-Mei 1 luang,
Special Education
Ling-Ying 1 luang, Counseling
Clifford Thomas 1 [ughesjr.,
Management
Kimberly Monique 1 [unter,
Management
Joseph ( '.. tfrah, Education





Jodi Marie Janosky, Education**











Charles Thomas Jordan II,
.\ lauagement
Jodi Ann Kaseft, Education
Jamie Bess Katzen, Education
Christopher Todd Kauffman,
Management
Angie Herin Keem, Education**
Elena iVlaria Keller, Counseling
Matthew Folsom Kerwin,
Education




Melinda M. Knaub, Counseling
Robyn Marie Knight, Education
Kurt Christian Knower,
Counseling















I lae Sung Lee,
Special Education**
Victoria Susan I ee,
Special Education*
\u \mg Let, Special Education*













Ming Wei Lim, Education*
Daniela Vieira Lima,
Counseling









William John Long Jr.,
\ lauagement
Lori Nicole Lubar, Education
SheriJ. Luck, Management





Vlea Ann Lycorish, Counseling
Patrice \nn Lyons, Education"
Kerry Lynne Macek, Education
Samantha Dawn Mack.
Counseling









Joshua ( fabriel Marans,
Counseling




Samuel Ja) Mams, Education*
,o
'Degrei conferred Vugusi i
inferred Decembi















Michael Peter Dean McMillen,
Counseling
Paul McMillian, Management





















Man - Ellen Montana, Education































Samuel I. O'Connor, Education








Benjamin I. Paige, Education
Paula C. Pappas, Education




















Gina Renee Racite, Counseling











Stacey Ellen Riley, Counseling
Abigail M. Ritter, Education**
Quita WTiea Roberts, Counseling
Shameek Chioke Robinson,
Education
Kristen Jane Roe, Counseling




















Lauren Scott, Special Education**
Beth Seapker, Special Education
Jasmin Shenelle Searcy,
Counseling
















Cynthia Marie Neat Six,
Education




Sarah Louise Sloane, Counseling
Anthony William Smith,
Management





Stacey H. Smith, Education**





Barbara Sosoo, Special Education
Rums Tony Spann, Counseling
LaCheyna Chaneille Sparrow,
Special Education




Justine E. Stanmyer, Special
Education
Jaclyn Michele Stevens, Special
Education**









Julia M. Taddeo, Education
Lisa Michelle Tarpley,
Counseling
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( iamillc S. Wilson, Counseling








Michael J. Wolf, Education**












Amanda R. Youndt, Education
Lisa Marie Young, Education**
Meghan Michelle Zador,
Education
David Alan Zahn, Education
Julia Zaniewski, Counseling
Xiao Zhou, Counseling
Avraham A. Zinberg, Education




















I lannali Elizabeth Barnei









































1 leuli I )worin
Tyson R. Echenrile
Megan Elizabeth Etzwiler
1 leather Yatihacs Evans
Brittanj Vquinas Evansen
Desiree I \ nn Fair
\nshea ( !. Tenner






























Lindsay Claire Hinm an
Amber Natasha Holland


















( h.nl Francis Kennej
Keith lames Kesten
Jerrrej W illiam Killinger
Nina Kishore
K. ii.H ina Knox
Michelle EUzabeth Kocis
\\ \ .mess.) Koonce
( In isiine \ eronica Kurkjian
1 [ephzibah Minsoo Kwon
61
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Erin Nicole Schell

























































































Maria F. Berg, Out-of-School
Time Leadership

























































English as a Second Language*
Anita Chan,
Teacher Leadership*






\! \ s I I R ' S I) E G R 1 is \ N D C E K T 1 F I C AT E S
Deborah R. (May,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision*













Eelneation of Students with
















Leadership for School, Family,
and Community Collaboration
Phyllis Diane Davis,
Education of Students with










Effective Leaching o\ Reading"
Shelby F. Dennis,
Differentiated/Inclusive
Education: . tdvanced Methods
for Instruction"
Michael Edward Diamond,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision*
Celestine Danna Diaz,
Education of Students with













































Kathleen ( lamille Finn,
English as a Second Language**
Stacey Koren Fishman,

















































Julie Anne ( fray,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision*
1 [enrietta Mai la ( rreen,






















Education of Students with








Sarah Smith 1 lammond,
Education ofStudents with
.lutism and Other Pervasive
Development Disorders
Nara I Ian. Out-of-School lime
Leadership
Kiara D. 1 [argrove,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision
Anita Edmonds I [arris,
School Administration and
Supervision**
Jackie Rae 1 [athaway,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision*
Bethan) J. 1 [igby,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision"
Jeffre) Andrew I [olda,
School . Xdministration and
Supervision'
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Autism and Other Pervasive
Development Disorders*
Maria Lynn Lowry, Leadership
in Technology Integration


































English as a Second Language
Amber Dawn McClees,

























Edmund Lee Mitzel Jr.,
Curriculum Leadership*
Mary Ellen Montana,
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Rita Kim Park,





















































































Education of Students with












St boot . Idministration and
Supervision"
Dawn AdenikeSimon Matthews,
School . Idministration and
Supervision*
Cynthia Marie Neat Six,
Gifted Education






































Stephanie Lynn Brocato "labor,





tivt Icacbing of Reading
Travis Fitzgerald la\ lor,

















Education of Students with






Education of Students with
Autism and Other Pervasive
Development Disorders*
















School . Idministration and
Supervision*
Theresa Rose Wallace,
Education of Students with
. lutism and Other Pervasivi
Development Disorders
Beth \nnc Wallets.
Edin at ion oj Students with
. lutism and Other Pervasivi
I development Disorders'
l\ luT.i V Walls.
St luiol . Idministration and
Supervision
65
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Education of Students with













Julie Ahn, I 'iolin
Curtis Bannister, Voice
Chiung-Yin Chang, I 'iolin
Eunhae Cho, Opera
Ji Hyoung Cho, Piano
Ryan Scott Haskins, Conducting
Hong Hong, I loloncello
Rachel Hsieh, Violoncello
Kyong A. Kim, Flute
Sang Ae Kim, Flute
Jiwoong Kvvak, J bice
Eun Hea Kwon, Organ
Jin Hwa Lee, Piano
'Degree conferred August 28, 2009
"Degree conferred December 30, 2009
Alexander Milovanov, Guitar
Justin Michael Nurin, Trumpet
Sungho Paik, Organ
Song Yi Park, Organ
Lark Louise Powers, Piano
Kimberly Faith Reece,
Saxophone
Pervinca Caterina Rista, I 'iolin
David William Ross, Guitar
Andrew Sauvageau, I bice





Jessica Tong, I Iolin
Yubing Wang, Trumpet





Shanna Leigh Babbidge, Voice
Samuel Joseph Brannon,
Composition





Esther Hae-In Choi, Flute
Jae Yeong Choi, I loloncello
Joon Hyuk Andrew Choi, Flute
Sunbeam Choi, Piano
Nicholas Michael Citro, I lola
Paul Luis Corujo, Voice
Tsvetanka L. Dabova, Piano
David A. DeDionisio, Guitar
Raymond Leslie Ileto Diaz, I bice
Elizabeth Patrice Dow, Voice
Rafaela Miriam Dreisin, Trumpet
Rui Du, Violin
Mark Cameron Ericksen, Violin
Maggie Finnegan, Voice
Zachariah C. Galatis, Piccolo
Rachel Stephanie Gitner,
Early .1 tusic: I bice/Pedagogy
Lindsay F. Gomes, Oboe
Jennifer Rae Hamilton, Voice
Anthony Joseph Harvey,
Theorbo






Eunhve Ju, I bice
Ji Eun Kim, Double Bass
Jung yeon Kim, Organ
Sang Ae Kim, Flute
AJisa Kipnis, Organ
Alana Fawn Kolb, Voice
Eun Hea Kwon, Organ
Hillary LaBonte, Voice
YouKyung Lee, Piano
Young Eun Lee, I loloncello
Yun Kyong Lee, Voice
Jessica M. Lennick, Voice
Kyoo Hye Hannah Lim, Piano
Sarah B. Lowenstein, Viola




Juan Mateo Revilla, Violoncello
Mary Matthews, Flute










Benjamin Harold Moore, Voice






Jeremy Michael Osborne, Voice
Catherine M. Ott, Flute
Peter Pakhomkin, Guitar
GoEun Park, Violoncello
Sylvia C. Park, Piano
Kevin William Dixon Payne,
Lute
Gina K. Peck, Piano
Maisi Hope Pedersen, Voice
Allison Leigh Pickett, Oboe
Louis A. Privitera Jr., I 'iola
Christine Ruth Pulliam,
I bcal Accompanying











Cari Pedigo Shipp, Flute
Vladimir Sergeyevich Smirnov,
Composition




Jessica Lauren Velez, I lola
Robert Joseph Walliczek,
Music Theoiy Pedagogy
Monica A. Wentz, I lola





Music: Research and Technology







Albert Dwan, Audio Sciences





Ian Kristopher Sims, Audio
Sciences
66
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THE SCHOOL OF
NURSING











































Masters ofScience in Nursing/
Masters of Business
Administration
Kim Marie Jewett Hissett
Elizabeth Scala**
Jennifer Nicole Taylor







































( )lufunmilola A. [bironke,
Molecular Microbiology and
Immunology
( lassie \nn Kry/ak,
Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology*
I )eboi .ill \ Kuk, Biostatistit i
\in.iixl.i Ellen I ..uiili.
Ilea///', Bebavim and Society
Viktoriya 1>. London, Molecular
Microbiology ami Immunology










John Muschelli III, Biostatistics
Camille Elizabeth Ouellette,















and Molecular Biology *




















Reza \l.i\ i. Epidemiology
I heodore Eastvold Ucorn,
International Health
Jessica Ni< ole Indroslri,
Health Policy and Management
Vikas Arora, Mental Health
Grace Ngenuweh Awantang,
International Health
























Julia Elaine Robins Bromberg,












Philip Addison ( !astro\ inci,
Molecular Microbiology and
Immunology
Deanna Rae ( lettomai,
Epidemiology*
Ripa ( ihakravorty, Epidemiology
Karen I . ( bang,
International Health
lr.k\ \ ( hang,
Health Policy and Management
Rigel Christian, Biochemistry
and \ folet ul ii Biology
67
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Megan Anne Clarke,
Biochemistry and .\ tolecular
Biology
Jaclyn Cohen,





















Health Policy and Management
Matthew Daubresse,







Colleen C. Devoy, Health
Policy and Management




Lisa P. Doshi, Health Policy and
Management
Ahmed Sameh Elsayed-Ahmed,





Precious Ann Ventura Fortes,
Mental Health
Andrew L. Gaddis, Biochemistiy
and Molecular Biology
Lisa Helene Ganocy,
Health Policy and Management
*Degree conferred August 28, 2009













Deanna Mae Green, Epidemiology
Tara L. Gustafson,
Health, Behavior and Society
Marie-Claire Achineg Gwayi-












Health, Behavior and Society
HaydenJ. Hawry,
Health, Behavior and Society
Andrea L. Heyward,



















Tanzeem A. Islam, Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology
Hussein Jaffer, Health Policy
and Management
Anamika Prakash Jain,
Health Policy and A lanagement








































Health, Behavior and Society
Ada Ting Ting Kwan,
International Health**
Keith Matthew Lafffnan,




Health Policy and Management
Joo Yeon Lee, Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology







Health Policy and Management
Matthew Christopher Lohman,
Mental Health





Health Policy and Management





























































































\ lolecu/ar ,\ licrobiology and
Immunology*
Marcus Thomas Augustus
























Maria Teresa Lena Sanchez,
Mental Health













































Ekta Sura, Health Policy and
.\ Iauagement
Nauroz Syed, Molecular
\ licrobiology and Immunology
Heather Jill Symons,
Clinical Investigation*
Yin On Y\onne Tarn,
International Health
Shani Cammelle Taylor,
Health, Behavior and Society**
Jennifer Kai-W'en Teng,
Mental Health








Joseph Sehwa Is.hi. Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology











Kathryn \ an Veen, Health
Policy and .\ Iauagement
Sunil Yasudevan, Health Polity
and Management
Krishna Subhash Vyas,














Arthur Scott Wilson. Health
Polity and .\ Iauagement
Cheri Charmaine Wilson,
Health Polity and Management
Rachel I). Winnik. Population.
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Gloria Patricia Gomez Perez
Marna Rayl Greenberg**
Sharon K. Griswold-Theodorson
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Sharon K. Ong'uti
Kendra A. Orjada





















Naveed U. I. Raoof
Alison Virginia Rapp
Susan Lynn Rattner












































































Jessj Sarah VVarner-C lohen










































I ii.il Kunal Basil Roy**
Theresa Mane Bates
( )nur Nihai Ba) ramoglu
Rachel Westendori Beach
Caleb Becker
















































^shlee ( lathleen C Christian
Magalj \nabelle Cla\ i|"
Chelsea Foulke ( offin
1 ).n id Richard ( offin
Luke I [enrj ( lollin*
Lauren ( nnsk\
Sh.ii meen ( lontractoi
'
Uexandej ( look**
Joshua I )i\ id ( 01 ben
Margaret Franc es ( losentino*
Ki isime ( eleste ( xonin
Kevin Weslej ( loss
Siu l\ umn.i I Vihal
"1
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Julien Claude Francis Deslangles
Karlye Marissa Dilts














































Halliday Eaton I Iart






































































Chiara Marta Lucchini Gilera
Natalie Marie Lyon
Jill Macari
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Sarah ( )ourtney Winnan
Milen Wbldu
Elizabeth I )iane Wolkomir









































Bruce ( !amcron BeUiveau
Maria Bennaton
Richard Egbert-Jan Braakenburg
I )ave Wesle) Burton
Mark David llusse"
Lei Cheng
Karen Leigh ( )oats
Richard Eugene ( !ohnM



































Cara E. Yu Khan
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Laurent Laor, Health Sciences
Informatics.
Paula Jeanne Soper, Health
Sciences Informatics.
Masters ofArts






Cellular and Molecular Biology'
Training Program-^ lolecular
Biology and Genetics.**








































Masters of Science in
Engineering








































Murat Cakmak, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**














Lok Man Chu, Electrical and
Computer Engineering




Bapriste Jean Gabriel Coudrillier,
Mechanical Engineering*
Matthew Justin Culver, Applied
Mathe?natics and Statistics





Avik De, Mechanical Engineering




Arpan Jitendra Desai, Electrical
and Cojnputer Engineering**
Kedar Dilip Deshmukh,









































Shine Jose, Computer Science
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Daniel D. Kim, Materials
Science and Engineering
Taesung Kim, Computer Science










Chien-hung Kuo, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**
Calvin Yao Loong Lau, Applied
Mathematics and Statistics
Jason R Leggett, Mechanical
Engineering
Ting Li, Applied Mathematics
and Statistics
Zhanjie Li, Civil Engineering**
Erik Ross Lindman, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**
Chuan Liu, Computer Science
Peng Liu, Applied Mathematics
and Statistics




Yuzhao Liu, Materials Science
and Engineering




































































































































Luiz Carlos Marcos Vieira Jr.,
Civil Engineering**










Sheng Wang, Geography and
Environmental Engineering
Yung-li Wang, Geography and
Environmental Engineering
Hao Fang W u.
Computer Science**




Di Yang, .\ lecbanical Engineering**
Sitan Yang, Applied Mathematics
and Statistics
Peng Yi, Geography and
Environmental Engineering
Yue Yin, Geography and
Environmental Engineering**
Jianhua Yu, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Rinat Zaldrov, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Lu Zhao, Biomedical Engineering*
Fang Zheng, . Ipphed
Mathematics and Statistics










'Degro conferred August 28, 2009
, conferred Decembei tO, 2009






































Okay Usal Kayaoglu, Applied
Mathematics and Statistics






.1 Iathematics and Statistics**
Iqra Shukr, Applied Mathematics
and Statistics






Andrew Lee Adams, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**
Benjamin Adams, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**






Syed Saad Ali, Electrical and
Computer Engineering




















Arun Badami, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**
























Brandon Lee Beatty, Electrical
and Computer Engineering

















Alexander D. Bluhm, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**
Carlos Bonilla, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**
Adam James Boozer, Systems
Engineering


















Kelly Ann Bruns, Information
Systems and Technology**













Karen Lynn Caffery, Technical
Management











Hongru Chen, Geography and
Environmental Engineering
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Dwayne Nelson Cox, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**
Paul Grain, Computer Science



















Nicholas Joseph Di Liberto,
Systems Engineering**








































































. {pplied and Computational
Mathematics
James Thomas Falkner,











































Yvette Angela Geyer, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**
Deanna Mane Goff, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
I )evon ( Christopher ( iofbrth,
Electrical ami Computer
Engineering
( fregorj \1. ( rolrick,
Computer Science








































Aran Gurung, . Ipplied
Biomedical Engineering**
Jefrrej J- Guy, Computer Science
Sarah Elizabeth I laeusler,
Computer Science
James I V I lammond,
Computer Science*
Rashaad Vntwyne 1 lampion.
Sj rtems Engineering**
Matthew Patrick 1 laney,
Electrical and Computer
Engineering*
Jeffrej I ane I larlan,
sn/.-wv Engineering*
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Jason Hogue, Computer Science*
James Bernerd Holdridge,
Computer Science


















































































































































Marie Ann Lawson, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Nam Le, Computer Science
Thai Thi Le, Computer Science












Jian Zhong Li, Computer Science
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Michael R. Lopresti, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**
Xuan Lu, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**
Jaime Elizabeth Rae Ludka,
Systems Engineering











































































Justin Miller, Computer Science*
Michael Larry Miller,
Computer Science
Zarna Mistry, Computer Science








Steven M. Moeglein, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Robert Mohr, . [ppliedand





\il;m Juan Montoya, . Ipplied
limine,heal Engineering**
















































Kevin G. Norman, Electrical
and Computer Engineering*
\mii.i Sophia Nov a.
Computer Science**


























Robert \\ ebb Owen,
Information Systems and
Technology


















Systi >ns and Tecbnot
Jennifer Woodie Peiletier,
Systems Engineering
I ).i\ id Perkins,
Technical Management**
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Michael Frnest Pesci,
Systems Engineering







Daniel Enrique Pino, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**






































David Ramos, Computer Science**




*Degree conferred August 28, 2009

































Charles Edward Rison, Applied
Biomedical Engineering
























































John William Schlehr, Electrical
and Computer Engineering*

















































Brian Joshua Simons, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**



































































Anthony Sun, Computer Science
















Mark Tebong, Computer Science





































John ( ! ail \ '.in \rsdall,
. ipplied Physii i
Michael Edward Van ( relder,










Roopa Malore Yasan, Electrical
and Computer Engineering**




































( rregory Eugene West,
Techu tail Management*





Raymond Paul Wilhelm III,
Electrical and Computer
Engineering
Ian N. Williams, Information
Systems Engineering



















Ben Biqing Xu, Electrical and
Computer Engineering**
Justin Paul Van, Information
Systems and Technology**
Michael Yuan Chun Yang,
Applied Physics
Rhan Yi. Systems Engineering
Eric Richard Young, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Yong Kang Yuan, Electrical and
(jimptiter Engineering







Jin Bin Zhang, Computer Science
Jin Fang /hang.
Computer Science*
Ting Zhou, Geography and
Environmental Engineering**
Benjamin Jordan /oiler.
Compute i Si nine
I ).i\ ul John Zotian,
S) Ttems Engineering*
Stephen I homas Zullo,
Tit him al \ lanagement
'
M
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Erin Michele Bowers, Che?nical
Biology*
Kimberly M. Cirelli, Molecular
and Cellular Biology
Amy Faith Guminski, Chemical
Biology*
Sunggoan Ji, Molecular and
Cellular Biology
Li Han Lai, Molecular and
Cellular Biology
Josephine Hoi Yan Lee,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Allen Li, Molecular and
Cellular Biology
















Kanika Trehan, Molecular and
Cellular Biology




Kai Xu, Molecular and
Cellular Biology
Megan Elizabeth Zepp,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
'Degree conferred August 28, 2009
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Masters of Science in
Bioscience Regulatory Affairs
Andrew H. Ahn


























I ,yal I . Tressler
Mauricio Salvador I mafia**
Melissa Bethea Waller**
Cherie Sherly Ward Peralta"
Rich.ml Eric Whitehead
Wenhong \u**






































Anna Christine ( Ihau
Dhananjay Ravindra Chhatre
Padma ( Ihoudrj
Quia ( lhantelle Claybourne**
Frances Elizabeth Cone
I ,.iu rence B. ( ionnolly
Sara Murphj ( Coppersmith
Ryan Patrick ( .<<\
1 leather Lea ( lurran*
Stephen James I )aniell
linn I ,e I In Dao
Melissa I ,\ nette de l"s Rej es**
Sara I )ehghan
Brian loin I )eMuth"














































( Christopher I lolbrook Maune)
'
I .iiinii.i MawandV












































Pilar 1 la/el Saladores
I. in.mi Sampathkumar
Erin ( )'Brien Scimeca
Jalpa Shah**
I .i\ l.i Mehi i Shahmirzadi*
Tanuj Sharma
Timothj Peter Sheets
Maril) n Wadzanai Shumba




I nub \nn Silzle*
Peter John Siuik"




. eonfel red I )« i nil'.
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Hasan Altaf, Writing Seminars



















Robin Ruey Ping Tung,
Writing Seminars
Masters ofArts


































Psychological and Brain Sciences
Xiaomo Chen,
Psychological and Brain Sciences
Stacy Young Ju Cho,















Jeremy Michael Erb, Chemistry
Lin Fan, Economics
Byron Hugh Farnum, Chemistry
Patrick Fessenbecker, English
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Sarah Ellen Hirsh, Biology
Jady Shi-yu Hsin, Philosophy
( fuofan Hu, Physics andAstronomy
Xinlu Huang, Mathematics
Amreena Hussain, Public Policy
Hee Yeon I in,
Psychological and Brain Sciences
( Iharith Jayakody, Economics
Patrik Cj. Johansson, Chemistry
















1, aiiien Marie Lambert,
Public Policy









Kristin Day Lehner, Histoiy*
Jing Li, Public Policy























Kevin Eunho Park, Histoiy







Michael Joseph Reese, Sociology
l\e Ren, Histoiy*






( larolyn ( rail Salomons,
History*
\d.im R, S.ili/, Mathemath I















Sunamika Singh, Public Policy
Jennifer Sliwka, Histoiy ofArt
Douglas Allen Tye, English
Magdalena Lucy Vinter, English
Sergey Votyagov, Public Policy




Gayani R. Weerasinghe, Biology
David Paul Wertheimer II,
Public Policy
Matthew Noel White, Economics
Veit Wulms, Eaith and
Planetaiy Sciences




Yan Zhang, Public Policy
Wei Zhao, Economics
Jessica Wynn Ziparo. Histoiy*
Masters ofAits in












Sarah Elizabeth ( lharnes**










































Danushka I larshini 1 1 \
N'anavakkara**
Damian Ondo Mane Nchama**
\nili Paul'
( Ihristopher J. Pincknej
'
( risi m.i Pombo
Ton) ( Ihengnan Pu"
Joseph \N illi.un Richards
Brian Matthew Roberts*
\ndiew I Rollo
( lase) W ilhani Ross
Marcela Elizabeth Rourk"
Ss
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Ruthanna Maria Ruffer**

















Nasr Elias Zeidan El Hage**
Sarah Cameron Morris*
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Roydon Shaw Pratt III
Austin Tyler Roberts
























































Stephen E. Jeffrey II**
Halima Aziza Jenkins


























































































Christopher Francis Walters Jr.
Erin Buechel Wieczorek
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Julia Elizabeth Brett, Trumpet




Chih-Le Chang, I lolin
I lyungji Chang, Voice






Alexandra Rose Daw son
Beatty, Oboe and Music
Education
Marisa Del Campo, I 'one
Jessica Paige Dickinson,
I "loloncello
Albert Dwan, Guitar and
Recording . Iris and Sciences
I tans Kristian ( foldstein,
I loloncello
Frank Gulino, Bass Trombone
Tomas Andres Gutierrez,
Guitar
Ryan James Hearty, Guitar
Yu-Chia 1 Isiao, I 'iolin
Annie Yu-Fang Hsu, I 'iolin
Choo Choo Hu, Piano







Lisa Su Young Kang, I loloncello
Elisabeth Shaft Kelson,
Recording Arts and Sciences
Kathrynjean Kilian, Violin
Christine Ann Killian, / bice
Diana Kim, Piano
Suah Kim, I loloncello
Thomas Mordecai Timothy
Danton Kotcheff, Piano
Laura A. Koznarek, Voice
James S. Kranz, Music Education
Katherine Krueger, I bice
Lauren Latessa, J loloncello
Jean Lee, Violin
Vieen Tsz Ching Leung, / iolin
Zachary William Limberis,
Trumpet
Yu-Po Lin, i iolin







Sarah Mahon, I bice
Solen Marie Mainguene, Voice
Sheena Majdan, Voice
Sarah Jane Markle, / loloncello
1 laim Mazar, Tuba
Isabella Mens/., / Iola
Scott Thomas Miller, Tuba
Eva Larissa Mondragon, Viola
Fruejerien B.C. Okoh,
I loloncello
I lee kyung Park, / loloncello
James Parks, I bice
Douglas Perry, Percussion




Robert Radliff, I lolin
Jorge Antonio Ramirez-
Sanchez, Voice
Laura Reaper, I bice
Christopher Charles Reber,




Reeves, Jazz I bice
Jeremy Jesse Reyes, Saxophone
Colin James Riley,











.\ Insic Composition and
Recording Aits and Sciences
Lyle D. Sheffler, Guitar
JeongEun Shin, / loloncello
Lauren Elizabeth Shusterich,
Jazz I oice
Patrick James Sise, Guitar
Minju Song, Piano
Julia Mae Staley, Harp
John Michael Steman Jr.,
Clarinet
Brittany Loren Su, Violin
Joo Youn Suk, Piano
Zachary I toward Swanson,
Jazz Bass
Daniel James Taylor, / loloncello
Tatiana Flyse Trono, Viola
Artem Vbvk, Guitar
Jiaying Wang, I lolin
YiFang Patricia Wang, I lolin
John Joseph Wilson 111. Piano
Benjamin W'u, / iola
Jing Irene Wu, Trombone
Nathan Mark Wyatt, I 'oice





































Deborah F. I l.ughi
Anehs \irkme I lanessian
Cassandra valentine Harding
de Colberg
Sarah Regma 1 leekeiulorn
Kelhn Elizabeth 1 [ickej
I'h.ma I [ill-Modlinger
Martha ( iatherine 1 [ilton
\nn Faye 1 lorrmann
\nhole Elizabeth 1 [oughding
Rohm Suzanne I lull
\\is.i Demehxi 1 [wang
ki-h Inn [annucci
Suzanne Marissa Jacetzold
( hnstiiH ( rracejele
( 1 i.i i lotte 1 ik \ \\ \ inn lones
so
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Christine Rebecca Nee Hendrix
David B. Hill
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Won I lo Daniel Clio
Ashley Abbott Colletti*
Allison Ting Connolly**
















































Cathy I loang Nguyen
Natalie A. Nilsen
Mary Katherine ( )'Grady

















































\in.iinla V. ( !ardona
Richard 1. Carrick
Joy I lulling ( !hang
Jeane Yen Chen**
Ke Xun ( Ihen
Daniel Richard Corbi
Jason Rj an I )avila
James Edward Dicarlo
\ln iadina Di( Jennaro



































Jean 1 lyunjin Park










Jessica ( Ihia 1 Kuan Shiao
Donghoon Shin
N.uli.i R. Shobnam
I )erelc ( '.. Sing
Brj ant I. Smith
Eunkj ung Sylvia Sohn
Nathaniel Phelps Sotuyo
laneese Nei in Stevenson*"
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Jessie Chung W ang
Elaine Marie Zapata
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John King Adams III,
International Studies




Eden E. Uirens, History
Yasin Elisabeth Ucbari, History





























Deepak Shankar Atri, Biophysics
Manek Singh Aulakh,
Neuroscience
Rachel Isabel Austin, Psychology






Ramy A. Bailie, Neuroscience**
Jae Myung Baik,
Public Health Studies
Kempton Dunn BaKlridge Jr.,
History
('hand Warren Balfour, History
Samuel Alexander Hall- Hi.111.
Political Science
Elizabeth ( larej Hanks.
Public Health Studies
1 [ana Bao, Public Health Studio
Daniel /.. Harash.
International Studio
































Kristen Elizabeth Bert, Classics
Anita Hhamidipati, Neuroscience






















Kendi.i Renee Hook. Psychology
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Leora Brody, International Studies
Michael David Brooks,
International Studies
Thomas Jan Brooks, Economics
Jonathan Christopher Brower,
History
























































Roger Bojen Chiou, Biophysics





































































Priscilla Marie De La Cruz,
Neuroscience



















/;; tei11a tionaI Studies
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Nneka Nkechi Eke,
International Studies



















Rebecca Grace Etkin, Psychology
Charles Ben Evans III,
Psychology**
Danielle R. Fair, Economics
Andrew Harris Farber-Miller,
Public Health Studies











Eric B. Fiedler, Neuroscience
Paul Anthony Fields, Psychology
Sophia Shea Finfer, English
Marissa Ann Kaleina Flaherty,
Psychology
Kate Cruz Flores, Neuroscience
Lauren Jamie Fluger,
II 'niiug Seminars
Michael J. FoSS, Psychology
John Joseph Fox, Economics**
K.itma NaShe Fox, Sociology**







Carolyn Anne Freeman, Biology
Timothee F. Friihauf,
Public Health Studies
Eliot Barry Fuchs, Economics





























Evan James Giles, Economics
Leila Gingis, Psychology
Peter II. Giordano, Economics**
Erica Alexandra (iiraldi,
Neuroscience








I lelen bene ( roldberg,
International Studies
[alya Goldfinger, Psychology**







































Brandon Allen 1 [arris,
Political Science
Iluoki Hasegawa, Economics
Sara M. 1 lassani, Neuroscience
Kenneth I .eroj I latter,
Psychology
Miriam Joan 1 lav ilainl.
Political Science
James Randall 1 law kins.
\,itnral Sciences Area*
I nsl Marie I [eerdt, History
Erica I \ nn 1 [ellerstein,
11 riting Seminars
( iabnelle Nolan I lenn.
International Studio



























Justin T. I Isieh. Neuroscience
Jianan Hu, Cognitive Science
Helen Ping I luang. Biology
Jacqueline Hua Huang,
Psychology
Kwci Fung I luang.
1 1 'ritiug Seminars
Angela Rebecca Hughes,
Political Science
Christopher Thomas 1 busman.
Economics
Razan 1 [amid 1 [umeida,
Natural Sciences . lira
Caitlin Man I lusscv.
International Studies









Natural Sciences . \rea
Daniel \1 Ingram, Economics
Samuel Zalman Iser, German**
Noah 1 1.in.m laninol. Economii >
•>.
•|), :•,,, conferred August :s. 2009
•\)i-
T
iu< conferred Decembei 10, 2009





Teja K. Jayanthi, Psychology'
Aaron Jen, Neuroscience

















Earth and Planetary Sciences**










Marissa Jo Kang, Histoiy








Earth and Planetary Sciences
Michelle Jessica Katz,
Psychology
Peter Malachy Kavanagh III,
Psychology
Kyle John Keane, Economics
Katherine Anne Kelberg,
International Studies




1 1 riting Seminars
Deepa Shantilal Kenia, Spanish
Katherine Jean Kentoffio,
Public Health Studies
Juliana Philippa Werth Kerrest,
Interdisciplinary*
Arshaluys Khalapyan,










Hye In Kim, Neuroscience
Jae-Ik Kim, East Asian Studies**
Jennifer Hansol Kim,
Neuroscience
John Ross Kim, Spanish
Joseph Do Yeon Kim,
Neuroscience
Juhee Kim, Public Health Studies
June Hee Kim,
Public Health Studies
Katherine Nayoo Kim, Spanish
Monica Eunjean Kim, Biology






























































































John Bradley Lewis, Public
Health Studies
Xiaoxin Li, Neuroscience
Leah Ruth Liberman, English
Christine Anna LiCalzi,
International Studies





Phillip Han Lim, Biophysics
Janine Chun Hsuen Lin,
Biophysics




















David Luo, Biology 1
Larkin Xi Luo, Chemistry
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I >aniel Joseph Millman,
Neuroscience**



















Mayur D. Mody, Neuroscience**








































































Vishal N. Parikh, Biology




Young 1 [wan Park,
International Studies
Denesia Dalia Parris, Sociology








'Degree conferred August 28, 200°
"Degree conferred Decembei 10, 2009













Samantha Rose Pflum, Psychology





John Luke Pontolillo, Chemistiy









Lisa P. Qu, Behavioral Biology
Logan Patrick Quinn,
Public Health Studies












Kiele Fraser Raymond, English
Mythri Megan Reddy,
Biophysics**








































David Atwater Rountree Jr,
Economics





























Jonathan Lloyd Elias Salem,
Economics

























































Brett A. Sharoni, Economics
Affan Asif Sheikh,
International Studies
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Kimberly Lynn Smith, Biolog)'




Jin A Song, Writing Seminars
Victoria Marie Sowa, Economics
Hannah M. Spangler,
Writing Seminars
David J. Spaulding, Psychology



















Michael Leon Su, Neuroscience**




Jean Hee Suh, Biophysics
Glenn Phillip Surpris, Psychology
Ashley Lane Sutherland,
Public Health Studies







Joshua A. Tahak, Biophysics
Kristina Elaine Tahiti,
Psychology


















James Lawrence Teta, Economics
Raj Kiran Thakrar, Neuroscience





Olivia C. Tong, Neuroscience**
Abigail M. Tonge,
In temationaI Studies







Jason Leon Tsai, Cognitive Science








Film and Media Studies
1 )avid ( )mar Valdivia,
Neuroscience
Peter Edward Christopher Vale,
Economics


















































( Ihristian Daniel Weaver,
Biology**
Megan \. Wei, Economics
I )avid John Weinstein,
International Studies
Jessica Wen, East . \sian Studies
Madison Taylor West,
International Studies**










































Jiuhua Xie. Natural SciencesArea
k.u \u. Biology
Anna Yajing Van, . Intbropology**
Jeong-Eyn \.wm:. Biology*
Jennifer M. International Studies*
PriscillaJ. \ k k. Biology
( cm I >n.u ^ i 1 1 1 1 .1 /•
.
Environmental Earn
Jerrj Jun Nu, Biolog,
Michael Viian, Behavioral Bi
I V.mk |onsh) un ^uk. Veurosciencr
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Han Zhang, Public Health Studies
Alison Zhao, International Studies
Richard Zheng, EastAsian Studies
'Degree conferred August 28, 2009
'Degree conferred December 30, 2009 1 00
Divisional Ceremonies Information
Monday, May 24
The Carey Business School Graduation Ceremony was held earlier this week at
the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall. Vikram Pandit, CEO of Citigroup, was the
speaker.
Wednesday, May 26
The Bloomberg School of Public Health Convocation Ceremony was held
yesterday afternoon at the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall. T R. Reid, acclaimed
journalist and author, was the speaker.
The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering Graduate Ceremony was held
yesterday evening on Homewood Field. Lynn Laverty Elsenhans, chairman, CEO,
and president of Sunoco Inc., was the speaker.
Thursday, M\y 27
The School of Medicine Convocation Ceremony is today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall, Cathedral and Preston streets in Baltimore.
Ezekiel J. Emanuel, MD, PhD, head of the Department of Bioethics at the Clinical
Center of the National Institutes of Health, is the speaker.
The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies Diploma
Ceremony is at 3 p.m. this afternoon at Constitution Hall, 18th and D Streets NW,
Washington, D.C.John J. Hamre, president and CEO of the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, is the speaker. A reception at the Nitze School follows the
ceremony.
The School of Nursing Diploma and Awards Ceremony is today at 4 p.m. at the
Hippodrome Theatre in Baltimore. Neville E. Strumpf, PhD, RN, FAAN, a faculty
member at the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing, is the speaker.
The Peabody Institute Graduation Ceremony is at 7:30 p.m. this evening in
the Friedberg Concert Hall at the Institute. Libby Larsen, composer and George
Peabody Medal recipient, is the speaker.
The School of Education Diploma Ceremony (except EdD's) is at 7:30 p.m.
this evening on Homewood Field. Diane Ravitch, research professor of education
at New York University and best-selling author, is the speaker. A reception in the
Ralph S. O'Connor Recreation Center immediately follows the ceremony.
Friday, May 28
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Master's Degree Cercmom is
at 10 a.m. on 1 lomewood Field. Mary Jo Salter, a noted and frequently published
author and a hill-time member of the Johns I lopkins University (acuity, is the
speaker. A reception follows immediately in the Ralph S. O'Connor Recreation
Center. Doctoral degree recipients from Arts and Sciences and their guests are also
welcome.
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Congratulations Class of 2010!
Welcome to your
Johns Hopkins Alumni Association.
We are proud to count you as one of the
164,000 members of our family.
Alumni




ADDENDUM TO UNIVERSITY-WIDE COMMENCEMENT BOOK
May 27, 2010
For those who use the University-wide Commencement Program as an official record of the awarding of
degrees, please note the following changes as of June 30, 2010.
The Bloomberg School of Public Health




Phi Beta Kappa Page 27
Correction:
Alexander Sanuel Drew - Middle name is Samuel
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
Baccalaureate Candidates graduating with General Honors







David Lee Bolyard Jr.
Katherine A. Buckheit




























The G. W.C. Whiting School of Engineering
Baccalaureate Candidates graduating with General Honors












Bryan R. Benso, Last name is Benson
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
Graduating with Departmental Honors
Add:
Karun Singh Arora, Biophysics
Deepak Shankar Atri, Biophysics
Jennifer Laura Cuervo, Latin American Studies
Sterling John Kouri, French
Page 34 - 35
Seth M. Levine, Cognitive Science
Christine A. Licalzi, Italian Studies
David Wilfrid Miranda, Biology
Kai Xu, Biology
The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering
Graduating with Departmental Honors
Page 35 - 36
Add:
Abhiram Bhashyam, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Margaret Rose, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Baoluo Sun, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Marissa Wilson, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Corrections:
William Borch, Biomedical Engineering and Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Avik De, Engineering Mechanics and Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Robert Doverspike, Computer Science
Jesse Yates, Computer Science and Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
The School of Nursing
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Delete:
Mary Joan Carter Lombardo
Page 37 -38
The School of Medicine
Doctor of Philosophy
Page 43 - 46
Add:
Susan Christine Trow, Cellular and Molecular Medicine. Pro-Inflammatory Oxidative Stress Processes in
the SIV/Macaque Model of HIV CNS Disease, and the Therapeutic Potential of Minocycline.**
The Carey Business School
Masters ofScience
Add:
Angela Marie Bright, Marketing
John P. O'Boyle, Real Estate
Page 52 - 54
Yong M. Shin, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Delete:
Nadine Ndwing Azie, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Johanan Bassan, Business and Management
Christine E. Carey, Marketing
Daniel Yung-Ang Chen, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Ma reel a Garzon, Marketing
Michael Christopher Eismeier, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Jeffrey Mark Finke, Information and Telecommunication Systems
John Wilson Frost III, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Kaycee Leigh Morgan, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Jennifer Moddle, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Benjamin Bekoe Ofori, , Information and Telecommunication Systems
Kristin Elizabeth Pascal, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Vanessa Elaine Payne, Organizational Development and Strategic Human Resources
Milind Soni, Information and Telecommunication Systems
David Richard Sopha, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Ronald D. Szpindor, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Raymond Teasdell Jr., Information and Telecommunication Systems
Christin Tillett, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Jonathan Samuel Zader, Information and Telecommunication Systems
The Carey Business School

















The Carey Business School
Masters of Business Administration
























Fernanda Lage Monteiro De Cast, Last name is Monteiro De Castro
The Carey Business School
Graduate Certificates
Page 56 - 57
Add:
Bernard Robert Porter, Financial Management
Delete:
Claudia Bellony, Hopkins Leadership Development
William Rhoden Bond Jr., Business of Medicine
James Christopher Brent, Information Security
Laurin Nicole Hodge, Hopkins Leadership Development
Shengjun Zhang, Business of Medicine
The School of Education
Masters of Science
Page 57 - 61
Add:
Andrea Marie Frear, Education
Shannon Courtney Shaw, Education
Delete
:
Paul Theodore Ajamian, Education
Brian William Burke, Education
June Stanyetta Hall, Management
Ling-Ying Huang, Counseling
DinBomani Akinyemi Quomijah, Education
LaCheyna Chaneille Sparrow, Special Education
Lisa Michelle Tarpley, Counseling
Lori Ann Wismans, Education
Correction
Yonah Wohlgelerniter should be Yonah Wohlgelernter
The School of Education
Master ofArts in Teaching














Ambyr Ruth Acton's last name is now Kinne
The School of Education
Graduate Certificates
Page 62 - 66
Add:
Shannon Courtney Shaw, Effective Teaching of Reading
Delete:
Valencia S. Becks, School Administration and Supervision
Selina Maria Gladden-Wilmer, School Administration and Supervision
Karen Denise Kroll, School Administration and Supervision
Kazuko N. Ross, Assistive Technology for Communication and Social Interaction






Ji Hyoung Cho, Piano
Jung Ae Woo, Piano




Robert Joseph Walliczek, Music Theory Pedagogy
The School of Nursing




The Bloomberg School of Public Health
Master of Health Science
Page 67 - 69
Delete:
Ashley Irene Bennett, International Health
Michael R. Dinizo, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Dorothy Amanda Knutsen, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Hui-Ying Tung, Molecular Microbiology and Immunology
The Bloomberg School of Public Health
Master of Public Health
















The Paul H. Nitze School ofAdvanced International Studies
Master of Arts

























Jeffrey Sherman Meyer Mark Anthony Saavedra
Jason Fahr Mills Scott William Scheide
David Philips Moore Kristen Sarah Schubert
John Kennedy Moran Gabriel Anthony Serrato
Dominic Thuan Nguyen Anastasia Igorevna Shegay
Campbell Palfrey IV Joel Singerman
Koustubh Parulekar Emily Cristina Suarez-Harris
Anika Michelle Penn Nadine Kathleen Szablya
Sonia Pinto Nathaniel Taplin
Bryan James Prior
The Paul H. Nitze School ofAdvanced International Studies Page 73
Master of Arts in International Studies
Add:
Tianjun Li





The Paul H. Nitze School ofAdvanced International Studies Page 73
Master of International Public Policy
Delete:
Bruce Cameron Belliveau
The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 74
Post-Master's Advanced Certificates
Add:
Jeffrey Grimm Blake, Computer Science
Delete:
Gregory Scott Neuman, Electrical and Computer Engineering
The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 74 - 75




Daniel Glen Mulreany, Biomedical Engineering
Joshua Tzvi Cardin Vogelstein, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Sheng Wang, Geography and Environmental Engineering
Yung-li Wang, Geography and Environmental Engineering
Yibin Xie, Biomedical Engineering
The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 76
Master ofScience in Engineering in Bioengineering Innovation and Design
Delete:
Rose Yi Huang, Biomedical Engineering




Honghua Chen, Information Systems and Technology
Kyle Lee Guilfoyle, Systems Engineering
Thomas Edward Post, Systems Engineering
Delete:
Ben Eric Barnhart, Systems Engineering
Shawn D. Butani, Systems Engineering
Hongru Chen,
Geography and Environmental Engineering
Nicholas A. Ferris, Systems Engineering
Carson Fields, Information Systems Engineering
Kim James Fox, Systems Engineering
Rashea McCall Jackson, Systems Engineering
Everett Donnell Jordan, Systems Engineering
William Lewis Korsen, Technical Management
Charles Edward Rison,
Applied Biomedical Engineering
David Scibelli, Systems Engineering
Corey L. Slade, Systems Engineering
Laura Marguerite Szypulski,
Systems Engineering
Hiep Anh Nguyn Tran, Systems Engineering
Rhan Yi, Systems Engineering
Correction:
Change major for Robert Mohr to Computer Science
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
Master of Science in Biotechnology
Page 83 - 84
Delete:
RobetJ. Bender
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 84
Master of Science in Environmental Sciences and Policy
Add:
Julia Tchernova
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 86
Master of Arts in Global Security Studies
Add:
Joshua James Vergow
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 86
Master of Arts in Communication
Add:
Daniel James Gregory
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 86








The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 86
Master of Arts in Writing
Add:
Celeste Annelle Crenshaw
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 87
Master of Liberal Arts
Add:
Justin William Baker
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
Page 87
Correction:
Add major, Nancy Murray Cook, Liberal Arts**




Judah Balasiano, Business and Management
Johana Bassan, Business and Management
Wilbert Blue, Information Systems
Aaron Gregory Burnett, Information Systems
Evgeniya Challita, Information Systems
Yehuda Gabaie, Business and Management
Crystal Gramates, Information Systems
Andrew Gross, Business and Management
William Hill, Business and Management
Lydia Kerboul, Business and Management
Stefanie S. Neal, Information Systems
Brunke On ken, Business and Management
Constance Pomplon, Business and Management
Alex Pudles, Business and Management
Sean Alexander Scott, Business and
Management
Kevin Wafula, Information Systems
Aryeh Tzvi Welcher, Business and Management
Keonne White, Business and Management




Elizabeth Ann Hungerford, Early Music: Voice
Christopher Gerard Pierorazio, Jazz Percussion
Gaurav Sharma, Recording Arts and Sciences
The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering




The G. W.C. Whiting School of Engineering






The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 91
Bachelor of Science in Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Delete:
Jennifer Marie Greisler
The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 92
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Delete:
Jefferey P. Orthober, Jr.
The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 92





The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 92
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Delete:
Anjali Gupta
The G. W. C. Whiting School of Engineering Page 92
Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science
Delete:
Elaine Marie Zapata
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences Page 93








Marie E. Cushing, Writing Seminars
Carl David Forster, Psychology (USIS conferral
Justin Braedon Jones, Political Science
Kevin Harold Roach, Sociology
-refer to archived record and USIS transcript)
Delete:
Munisa Mohamed Bach u, Anthropology
(Catherine Boehner, Public Health Studies
Conor Stokes Cassidy, Political Science
Seungbo Choi, Public Health Studies
Farah Jakia Chowdhury, Public Health Studies
Claire Li Hwei Chun, International Studies
Ishan Dasgupta, Philosophy
Toni-Ann Del Sorbo, Psychology
Katelyn Grace Denio, Neuroscience
Yuliana Dominguez, History ofSc/Med/Tech
Blake Edwards, Public Health Studies
Jared J. Esopo, International Studies
Paul Anthony Fields, Psychology
Claudia M. Giangrande, Philosophy
Leila Gingis, Psychology
Gregory Jay Gold, International Studies
Justin T. Hsieh, Neuroscience
Jeremy Andrew King, Public Health Studies
Eun Sol Koh, Psychology
Daniel Benjamin Marans, History
Ashley Danielle Mays, Psychology
Daisy Chinwe Obiora, Neuroscience
Millicent Ogemdi Onwuche, Sociology
Patricia Elizabeth Pugh, Political Science
Alexander D. Rosanelli, International Studies
Nathan Thomas Silver, Neuroscience
Eric Cullen Levy Stewart, Psychology
Alexandra Michelle Vockroth, Psychology
Jocelyn Moore Wagman, Public Health Studies
Austin Robert Walker, Political Science
Ko-Chen Lesley Wang, Economics
Larissa Nina Woskob, Behavioral Biology
Rami A. Zeidan, Economics
Correction:
Carolyn Ann Freeman, Biology Change major to Natural Sciences Area
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